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5.0&Outline
•  Design and development before launch"

–  Were the L2 related activities adequate or not ?  Well designed ? Within schedule ? Acceptable 
processing speed ? Well-prepared for on orbit operation ? Easy to improve ? Well documented and 
published ? "

–  Subjects"
•  Sensitivity study, and design study"
•  Forward model: Precision and Accuracy.  "
•  Retrieval: Setting, A priori"
•  Spectroscopy"

•  L2 Improvement After The Launch"
–  Was the L2 system operated and improved appropriately, on subjects, schedule ?!
–  Subjects"

•  L2: retrieval setting, a priori, retrieval altitude, Tikhonov Regularization"
•  L1B: AOS characteristics, Frequency Calibration, Non-linearity, Pointing knowledge, data ßags"
•  Spectroscopy: Spectroscopy review using SMILES data, O3 and O3 isotope laboratory measurements"

•  Remaining L2 Issue"
–  Are the plan for the L2 improvements adequate ?!
–  Subjects for future improvements"

•  L1B: Non-linearity"
•  L2 v3.0: a priori modiÞcation, Tikhonov regularization to all (as many as possible) species"
•  L2 v3.X"

–  Baseline Þtting for unexpected AOS characteristics"
–  Non-Voigt line-shape calculation"

•  Spectroscopy: Ganmmaair, n, pressure shift, Non-Voigt line shape."

•  Overall"
–  Are the L2 related activities performed adequately as the space agency and the science 

institute ? Are the L2 related scientiÞc results published timely ? 
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5. Outline
•  5.1 !Design and development before launch!
•  5.2 !L2 Improvement After The Launch!
•  5.3 !Remaining L2 Issue!
•  5.4 !Summary!

–  Are the L2 related activities performed adequately 
as the space agency and the science institute ?!

–  Are the L2 related scientiÞc results published 
timely ? 

5.1 Design and development before 
launch

•  Were the L2 related activities adequate or not ?  !
–  Well designed ? !
–  Within schedule ? (Schedule management, Budget, Man power/Personel)!
–  Acceptable processing speed ? (Algorithm, mathematics, CPU)!
–  Well-prepared for on orbit operation ? !
–  Easy to improve ? !
–  Well documented and published ? "

•  Subjects!
–  Sensitivity study and design study!
–  Forward model: Precision and Accuracy.  !
–  Retrieval: Setting, A priori!
–  Spectroscopy!
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L2 Algorithm
•  Overall requirements described in 

SMILES Mission Plan (2002)!
•  Sensitivity study and algorithm design 

(2006-2009)!
•  Pre-launch L2 system!
•  Improvement after the launch!
•  Remaining Issues

Characteristics speciÞed in SMILES 
Mission Plan

•  Detail atmospheric and instrument forward model was required.!
–  Random noise in spectra, < 0.5K (0.5 s integration)!

•  0.01 K atmospheric forward model precision.!
–  Antenna pattern (Mission Plan, 3.2.4.2) !

•  Antenna pattern must be considered.!
–  Pointing knowledge (relative) (Mission Plan, 3.2.6.2)!

•  0.0015° or 60 m (1sigma), which was found to be performance 
limiting factor,!

–  Sideband Separation (Mission Plan, 3.3.2.2)!
–  Acousto-optic Spectrometer, Frequency Characteristics 

(Mission Plan, 3.3.3.1)!
–  Frequency Calibration (Mission Plan 3.3.3.2)!

•  as better as 30 kHz!
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Mission Plan: Antenna Pattern
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Figure 3.18 E↵ective antenna response pattern.

will be collected and integrated in each unit of the output data. Therefore, the e↵ective
response pattern Peff (El) is calculated by averaging Pvert(El) for six consecutive altitudes
as the following:

Peff (El) =
1
6

j=5X

j=0

Pvert(El + (j  2.5)∆El), (3.7)

where ∆El is a unit stepping angle of the SMILES antenna, 0.009375, which is driven by
the Antenna Drive Electronics (ADE).

Figure 3.18 shows the vertical and the e↵ective antenna responses for the pattern
model in comparison with cut-responses at Az = 0 for the designed pattern and the model
pattern.

All patterns are normalized by each antenna gain. The result shows the sidelobe levels
of the vertical and the e↵ective antenna response pattern are approximately 9 dB higher
than those of the cut response pattern. It means that SMILES has a higher sensitivity
to the atmospheric emissions at adjacent altitudes than expected simply from the vertical
cut response pattern.

The HPBW of the vertical response pattern is similar to that of the cut response
pattern of the model. They are 0.080. The e↵ective beam size is 0.090 in HPBW, which
is 12 % larger than that for the cut response pattern of the model.

3.2.4.3 Beam Eciency

In the SMILES antenna specification, the FOV beam efficiency is defined by the ratio
of the power radiated into an elliptical cone with a flare-angle of 2.5-time HPBW to the
total power radiated by a feed horn. The feed horn adopted for SMILES is a so-called
“back-to-back horn,” which is placed at the interface point between the SMILES antenna
and the Ambient Temperature Optics (AOPT). It is a circular corrugated waveguide with
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Mission Plan: Image band rejection 
characteristics (left), and contribution of image 

band to Band C observation (right)

oscillator (SLO) to both LSB (SIS-MIX-1) and USB (SIS-MIX-2) mixers for frequency
down-conversion.

The sideband separation characteristics of the modified Martin-Puplett interferometer
are determined by the grid-mirror spacings, d1 and d2, of two FSPs. In the design of the
SMILES submillimeter-wave opticas, a combination of the spacings, d1 = 1.545 mm and
d2 = 1.572 mm, is adopted as a reasonable choise by which we can achieve image rejection
better than 15 dB both for LSB and USB of SMILES observation bands while keeping the
di↵erence in local-signal power couplings to USB and LSB mixers less than 0.5 dB. The
pass-band transmission and image rejection characteristics calculated around the SMILES
obeservation bands by an exact theory for the two FSP combination are shown by red
symbols in Fig. 3.28. Although the exact theoretical calculations are rather involved,
the transmission and rejection characteristics around the SMILES observation bands are
found to be well approximated by simple functions describing power coupling coefficients
for the SIS mixer-i to the ANT port, Ki,a, and to the CST port, Ki,c, given by

Ki,j(f) =
1 + ↵

2 + 2↵ cos(m⇡f
f0

)

4
(i = 1 or 2, j = a or c). (3.17)

A nonlinear least-squares fitting gave an exellent fit of (3.17) to the exact theoretical
calculation as shown in Fig. 3.28 with the values of parameters, m, f0 and ↵, listed in the
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(a) Transmission Characteristics in LSB. (b) Transmission characteristics in USB.
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(c) Image rejection characteristics in LSB. (d) Image rejection characteristics in USB.

Figure 3.28 Coupling coefficient Kij for signal transmission and image rejection of the
SSB filter designed for SMILES. +: Exact theretical calculation for SSB filter; green
curves: least-squares fit to the exact calculation; blue curves: simplified model for SSB
characteristics of SMILES optics.
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Figure 3.30 The e↵ect of the image contributions in Band-B.
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Figure 3.31 The e↵ect of the image contributions in Band-C.
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Mission Plan: Characteristics of Acousto-
Optics Spectrometer (left) and Spectral 

Calibration Accuracy (right)

Figure 3.33 Frequency response function of the SMILES/AOS. The typical resolution
bandwidth is 1.35 MHz.

snap shot spectrum will be approximately 0.5 K.

3.3.3.2 Frequency Calibration

Frequency calibration of the spectrometer will be accomplished by using a frequency
reference with the absolute accuracy of about 10 kHz over the whole mission life. It is
installed in the IFA section, generating a series of carrier signals with an interval of 100
MHz. The output of this comb generator will be injected to the AOS once in every scan
of the antenna (53 seconds). Peak positions of each picket are derived against channel
numbers, and the relation between frequency and channel number will be established by
a polynomial fitting. Residuals of such fitting will be typically less than 30 kHz as shown
in the Figure 3.34, which gives the error in frequency of the AOS spectra.

3.3.3.3 Noise Dynamic Range

Radio signal is converted to optical one in the AOS, and it is detected by a CCD
array. The read-out voltages, or the number of collected charges in each cell of the CCD
array, should be proportional to the input RF power levels, but they are usually modified
by several additional factors in reality. The variance of the original RF noise at CCD is
expressed by the following well-known expression:

N

2
RF =

Q

2

B · t , (3.18)

where Q,B, and t represent the number of collected charges at CCD, noise band-width,
and the integration time for collecting charges, respectively. Potential contributors to
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Figure 3.34 Residuals from the frequency fit with comb generator. 1 Ch. corresponds to
approximately 0.8 MHz.

additional noise are photon shot noise, CCD dark noise, quantization noise, and detection
circuit noise:

N

2
add = N

2
photon + N

2
CCD + N

2
AD + N

2
Detectioncircuit. (3.19)

The read-out noise of the AOS is the sum of the RF noise and the additional ones:

N

2
readout = N

2
RF + N

2
add. (3.20)

The relative weight of the additional noise will increase as the RF power decreases. So
if a criterion is settled so that the noise variance ratio N

2
readout/N

2
RF to be less than 1.21,

then we can define a range of RF power levels, for which the additional noise is less than
10%. We call this the “noise dynamic range” of the AOS. As far as the observed spectra
lie within the noise dynamic range, the increase of the system noise due to the AOS can
be negligible.

Alternatively, we can calculate an increase of noise at a given signal level. Its coecient
is a function of the signal level, and expressed as f(D), where D = Qsat/Q, and

T

eff
sys = T

org
sys · f(D), (3.21)

f(D) can be calculated with the AOS instrumental parameters:

f(D) =

vuut1 +
B · t
Qsat

· D + B · t
 

q

2
0 + q

2
eff

Q

2
sat

+
1

22n · 12

!

· D2
, (3.22)

where, q0, Qsat, n, and qeff are dark current noise, amount of the saturation charge,
quantization bit of the A/D converter, and equivalent amount of charge of the detection
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Sensitivity Analysis and 
Algorithm Study

•  Sensitivity analysis and Algorithm 
studies have been conducted JAXA/
ISAS during FY2006-FY2008 (Mar. 
2009).!

•  Forward Model, Inversion, and A Priori 
have been studied.
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Results of Prelaunch Sensitivity Analysis.  
0.01 K forward model precision and Instrument Characteristics 

affect retrieval are considered as much as possible.
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Figure 1.4 Altitude coverage of the JEM/SMILES data estimated from preliminary re-
sults of simulation studies assuming 0N standard profile for each molecular species except
for ClO for which the standard profile for polar region is assumed. Refer to Chapter 4 for
more details.

the equatorial and in the northern high-latitude regions. SMILES data will enable us to
investigate the chlorine and bromine chemistry and the HOx chemistry around the polar
vortex region and over the equatorial and mid-latitude regions. The SMILES mission also
provides a database for ozone variations in time and position around the upper troposphere
and lower stratosphere (UT/LS). SMILES’ wide-band and high-resolution spectroscopic
data also enables us to investigate the isotopic compositions of ozone. The enrichment of
rare isotopes in altitude distribution is reported and expected to reflect some unknown
atmospheric processes. Chapter 2 will describe SMILES scientific objectives in detail.

1.4 Overview of the JEM/SMILES Mission

1.4.1 The ISS, JEM, and Measurement Coverage of SMILES

Figures 1.5 and 1.6 show the configurations of the ISS and JEM, respectively. JEM is
attached to the front side of the ISS. Scientific experiments will be conducted both in the
Pressurized Module (PM) and on the Exposed Facility (EF). JEM-EF has 10 interface
ports to accept experiment payloads, four of which are on the front side of the ISS. The
use of the interface ports is shared between Japan and the United States. The AO to
which the SMILES proposal was submitted was for the first use of four Japanese interface
ports. Maximum envelope specified for a JEM-EF experiment unit is 0.8 m (W) ⇥ 1.0 m
(H) ⇥ 1.85 m (L). Maximum allowable mass is 500 kg. Services such as electricity, liquid
coolant, and data communications including the Ethernet are to be supplied through the
EF interface ports.

The ISS has a circular orbit with an inclination angle of 51.6. Most scientific experi-
ments will be conducted while the ISS is in the inertial flight condition to meet microgravity
requirements. It results in a steady decrease in altitude, and re-boosting is needed period-
ically. The optimum operational altitude of the ISS and the re-boosting period depends

6
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ozone is the representative species of the SMILES mission.
The main error budgets are

� Smoothing error.
� Retrieval noise.
� Forward model parameter errors.

� Insufficient information on the profiles of non-
retrieved parameters.

� Approximations of the instrument functions.
� Incorrect input parameters.
� Approximations of the fast algorithm.

The retrieval noise can be evaluated from the covariance
of measurements, Sy . In case of radiometer whose spectral
channels are almost uncorrelated with each other, Sy is a
diagonal matrix and each diagonal element, sy, is
calculated by

sy ¼
Tsys þ TAffiffiffiffiffiffi

Bt
p , (20)

where TA is the measurement brightness temperature,
Tsys is the system noise (500K), B is the noise bandwidth
(2.5MHz), and t is the integration time (0.5 s). sy is one
order smaller than that of existing satellite sensors, and
the error of ozone retrieval mainly due to retrieval noise is
less than 0.5% at 30 km (Fig. 9). This estimation is based on
the standard mid-latitude profile, and the standard
deviation of a priori profile is assumed to be 100% for all
species. Because of the high sensitivity, the forward model
parameter errors cannot be considered to be negligible as
compared to the retrieval noise. In some cases, the
forward model parameters are the most significant errors.
Since most of the forward model parameter errors are
systematic errors, they affect the accuracy of the retrieved
profiles. We have studied the technique to reduce these
errors and have developed an accurate algorithm on the

basis of these studies. As we have showed in Section 3.3,
this effect can be reduced to retrieve all species whose
signal is larger than a few kelvins (species in the upper
row of Table 1). The instrument functions have been
designed to model the measurements, which have been
carried out meticulously for each module of the SMILES on
the ground by the hardware team of the SMILES. In the
determination of the attitude of the ISS for the antenna
beam pattern, the error due to FOV convolution is
minimized and assumed to be negligible. Basic studies
on the incorrect input parameters such as spectroscopic
parameters have been carried out by the University of
Bremen. However, further studies have to be carried out
after the launch.

Although these calculations increase the computing
cost since importance is given to accuracy instead of the
computing cost, the computing cost can be reduced by
using the fast algorithm given in Section 4.4. The speed of
calculation using this algorithm is nearly 10 times higher
than that of the normal algorithms such as the line
selection algorithm and frequency selection algorithm
without degradation of the accuracy. The accuracy of the
spectra of the stratospheric minor species is up to 0.01K
(1% of the system noise).

5.3. Algorithm performance and hardware system

The algorithm performance has been tested using a
3.16-GHz Quad-Core Intel Xeon processor. The test was
performed using the single-scan data of band A, which
requires the longest processing time among the three
SMILES bands. In band A, seven molecules (Table 1),
temperature, and the offset of the tangent altitude are
retrieved simultaneously, while in bands B and C, only
four molecules (Table 1) are retrieved simultaneously.
Hence, the processing time of bands B and C is
approximately 30% lesser than that of band A. We have
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on the atmospheric temperature from the oxygen emission
lines (Livesey et al., 2006; Wehr et al., 1998). Since there is
no oxygen line in the SMILES measurement bands, the
atmospheric temperature can be derived from the O3 emis-
sion line at 625.37 GHz (NASDA/CRL, 2002; Verdes
et al., 2002; Baron et al., 2001). Fig. 6 shows a comparison
of the information content (Rodgers, 1998) of the atmo-
spheric temperature for the O3 emission line at
625.37 GHz and for the oxygen emission line at 118 GHz
under the same conditions as SMILES. It indicates that
the atmospheric temperature can be retrieved by using
the O3 emission line, although it is not as precise as from
the oxygen emission line especially in the upper strato-

sphere. The atmospheric temperature and O3 vertical pro-
files are unknown quantities to be retrieved. Both of
them can be retrieved from the same measurement because
of the different frequency dependence of their weighting
functions.

Fig. 7 shows the effect of the atmospheric temperature
uncertainty upon retrieved O3 profiles. Each line is rdxi cor-
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Fig. 5. Estimations for the influence of priori profiles in O3 retrieval (in
this case, a priori profiles are same as initial profiles). The solid red line is
the random error of O3. The other lines are additional errors between the
true profiles of O3 and the retrieved profiles of O3 that are the final results
of the iteration process in the cases where the differences between the a
priori profiles and true profiles are ±5%, ±10%, and ±50% (top: mid-
latitudes, bottom: tropics). (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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Whole spectra Þtting (instead of step-by-step or window 
approach) is necessary to achieve 1% O3 precision at 20 km. 

Windowing may introduce >10% error at 15 km or below.

reason is that the precision of the retrieved instrument
pointing by using of band A (or B) is better than by using
band C, and the retrieval result is passed to the retrieval
processing of band C.

Our retrieval approach for each band consists of two
processes. The first process is the retrieval of the target
species in the upper row of Table 1, atmospheric tempera-
ture, atmospheric continuum, and the offset of the instru-
ment pointing. These component are retrieved
simultaneously. The second process, which is performed
after the first processes for the two bands, is the retrieval of
the target species in the lower row of Table 1, which are
noisy products. These products are retrieved for each
product.

We estimate the availability of the simultaneous
retrieval for the first process. Fig. 2 indicates the
difference of the incremental error for retrieved ozone
between simultaneous (blue line) and sequential retrieval
(green line) of ozone and HOCl. The red line is the retrieval
precision of ozone, which is the square root of the
diagonal elements of S. The simulation setting is that
the retrieval altitude step is set to 3km in 4–70km region,
the measurement tangent altitude step is set to 2km in
0–80km region, and the instrument parameters are
conformed to Table 2. This simulation is performed on
band A using all channels. Here we do not estimate the
availability of the channel selection to simplify the
retrieval scheme.

The incremental error in ozone retrieval for the
simultaneous retrieval is approximately 0.1% in the
stratosphere and is almost independent of the a priori.
However, the incremental error in ozone retrieval for the
sequential retrieval depends on the assumptions of
profiles of other molecules such as HOCl. For the case
that the true profile of HOCl is 100% and 200% greater than
the a priori, the incremental errors of ozone are approxi-
mately 1.0% and 2.0% in the stratosphere, respectively.

Furthermore, the iteration number of the sequential
retrieval is larger than that of the simultaneous retrieval.
Since this behavior is same as other molecules in the
upper row of Table 1, we adopt the simultaneous retrieval
for the first process.

4. Optimized forward model

4.1. Overview of forward model

The forwardmodel calculates the brightness temperatures
under the given atmospheric state and also the Jacobians
with respect to temperature, the target species concentration,
atmospheric continuum, which mainly comes from H2O, and
the offset of the instrument pointing. The forward model
carries out the following calculations:

1. ray tracing for the evaluation of the atmospheric state
along the limb line-of-sight (LOS) with refraction;

2. absorption coefficient calculation for a predefined
frequency grid;

3. radiative transfer calculation of the single-ray bright-
ness temperature;

4. Doppler shift calculation from the ISS velocity, the
rotational velocity of the earth, and wind velocity;

5. signal convolution with the SMILES antenna FOV
considering the inclination of the ISS;

6. summation of both sideband signals according to
sideband ratio;

7. convolution of infinite resolution spectrum and the
instrument frequency response.

The detailed algorithm is given in the following subsec-
tions.
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Wind data should be provided for the retrieval. Or, 100 kHz frequency 
calibration error gives equal to 50 m/s wind velocity error.  

10m/s wind velocity error in the stratosphere and 20 kHz frequency calibration 
error should be achieved. Meteorological data, GEOS-5, is required.

4.3.1. FOV convolution

The FOV of the antenna can be taken into account in
the following manner. The brightness temperature con-
volved by the FOV at its central tangent altitude z0,
TAðn; z0Þ, is obtained by

TAðn; z0Þ ¼
Z zmax

zmin

P̄ðz; z0Þ � Tpðn; zÞdz, (13)

where Tpðn; zÞ is a single-ray brightness temperature,
P̄ðz; z0Þ is a normalized antenna beam pattern convolved
along the horizontal direction, z is the tangent altitude,
and zmin and zmax are lower and upper tangent altitudes of
field viewed by specified main beam when the antenna is
pointing to the tangent altitude of z0.

It is not improbable that the SMILES antenna scan axis
is tilted by 15� from the horizon, which is inclination of
the ISS, from the normal inclination. Since the antenna
beam of the SMILES has a horizontally flattened elliptical
pattern, P̄ðz; z0Þ depends on the inclination of the antenna
scan axis. Fig. 4 shows the incremental error in retrieved
ozone due to the inclination of the antenna scan axis. If
the antenna scan axis inclines by 15�, the incremental
error is approximately 1% in the stratosphere, and this
value is approximately two times larger than the retrieval
precision. Therefore, the effect of the inclination of the
antenna scan axis should be taken into consideration in
the derivation of P̄ðz; z0Þ. The antenna beam pattern Pðỹ; c̃Þ
is measured on the ground with high accuracy, where ỹ
and c̃ are the polar and azimuthal angles, respectively,
with respect to the xyz-axis fixed to the antenna. The y-
axis of the antenna is the direction of the main beam. The
x-axis of the antenna is perpendicular to the plane formed
by the y-axis and a longer axis of elliptically shaped main
reflector, and is aligned with rotating axis of the antenna
that is elevation steerable. The z-axis of the antenna
completes the right-handed axes and is positive toward
zenith. Pðỹ; c̃Þ is measured by a phase-retrieval method

[31], which is considered to be effective for measuring
and evaluating large-scale submillimeter-wave reflector
antennas.

The following equations define y and f. Those are the
polar and azimuthal angles which are exactly the same
with ỹ and c̃ when the x-axis of the antenna becomes
perpendicular to the vector toward the center of the earth.

ỹ ¼ cos�1ð� sin y � cosc � sinaþ cos y � cosaÞ, (14)

c̃ ¼ tan�1 sin y � sinc
sin y � cosc � cosaþ cos y � sina

� �
, (15)

where a is the angle of the x-axis of the antenna from the
local horizontal plane at the tangent point. Pðỹ; c̃Þ
convolved by y, P�ðyÞ, is

P�ðy;aÞ ¼
Z c2

c1

Pðỹðy;c;aÞ; c̃ðy;c;aÞÞ � cos y � dc. (16)

By using the pre-calculated P�ðy;aÞ for every one degree
of a, the incremental error for ozone retrieval can be
reduced to less than 0.001%. Finally, P̄ðz; z0Þ is translated
from P�ðyÞ by ray tracing with refraction in every
operation calculation.

4.3.2. Sideband ratio

To separate the two sidebands, the SMILES is equipped
with a quasi-optical sideband separator in the submilli-
meter range. The sideband separator of the SMILES, which
is a modified Martin–Puplett interferometer [32], can
reject the image band signal more than 20dB in the
SMILES measurement bands. Even in this rejection ratio,
the signal from the image band rises up to approximately
2K in the lower stratosphere. Since this value is not
negligible, the image signal should be calculated in our
forward model by using the measured response function.
The transmission function, Kb

i;jðn; TÞ, from the antenna ðj ¼
ANTÞ or cold sky terminator ðj ¼ CSTÞ to mixer-i in upper
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 Elliptical Antenna Pattern requires 2D IFOV integration, 2D IFOV 
integration with 1° roll precision should be implemented.

sideband ðb ¼ USBÞ or lower sideband ðb ¼ LSBÞ can be
expressed by (19) where mb

i;jðTÞ, nb0i;jðTÞ, ab
i;jðTÞ, are

constants those have been experimentally determined
based on SMILES ground tests, and i ¼ R or T, j ¼ ANT or
CST, b ¼ USB or LSB, T is the temperature of sideband
separator.

Kb
i;jðn; TÞ ¼ mb

i;jðTÞðn� nb0i;jðTÞÞ
2 þ ab

i;jðTÞ. (17)

The brightness temperature after the SIS mixer-i,
TmixðiÞðn; z0Þ, is given by [7]

TmixðiÞðn; z0Þ ¼
KLSB
i;a ðnLO � nif Þ

KLSB
i;c ðnLO � nif Þ

2

4

3

5
T

�
TAðnLO � nif ; z0Þ

TcðnLO � nif Þ

" #

þ
KUSB
i;a ðnLO þ nif Þ

KUSB
i;c ðnLO þ nif Þ

2

4

3

5
T

�
TAðnLO þ nif ; z0Þ

TcðnLO þ nif Þ

" #

.

Here, nif is the intermediate frequency (IF), nLO is the
local frequency, which is 637.32GHz, and TA and Tc are
the brightness temperature from ANT and CST ports,
respectively.

4.3.3. Frequency response

The SMILES carries two units of AOSs [33]. Each AOS
has 1728 channels and covers a bandwidth of approxi-
mately 1.2GHz. Their frequency resolution is approxi-
mately 1.8MHz (FWHM), and the channel separation is
typically 0.8MHz. The central frequency of each channel is
well related to channel number by 3rd-order polynomial.
The frequency of AOSs are calibrated with a comb

generator during every scan. The coefficients of the
polynomial are supplied by L1B processing.

According to [7,33], the brightness temperatures after
the mixer i, TmixðkÞðn; z0Þ, are convolved with the channel
response function of the AOS l, HAOSðlÞðn� njÞ, for each
channel and the brightness temperature of the jth
channel, TAOSðlÞðnj; z0Þ, is denoted by

TAOSðlÞðnj; z0Þ ¼
R nmax

nmin
HAOSðlÞðn� njÞ � TmixðiÞðn; z0Þ dnR nmax

nmin
HAOSðlÞðn� njÞdn

. (18)

Here, nj is the central frequency of the jth channel. The
channel response function of an AOS is represented by the
superposition of some Gaussian profiles, and the channel
response function for a channel j is given by

HAOSðlÞðn� njÞ ¼
XNi

i�1

Ai;j

wi;j

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p=2

p � exp �2
ðn� nj � xci;jÞ

2

w2
i;j

 !
,

(19)

where Ai;j, wi;j, and xci;j are ith parameters of the Gaussian
fit. Ai;j, wi;j, and xci;j depend on each channel of the AOS.
The forward model takes in the dependence on the
channel based on the measurements.

4.4. Fast algorithm

4.4.1. Line selection

Since the absorption coefficient is calculated by LBL,
except the background continuum for H2O and dry air, the
computing cost of the absorption coefficient is propor-
tional to the number of absorbing lines. Therefore, it is
necessary to select the lines to be calculated as minimum
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4. POINTING 
 

Two star sensors of SMILES have similar IFOV direction, 

and it cannot operate under solar exposure within or near the 

IFOV. The ISS attitude using GPS triangulation showed 

very smooth attitude data. But the difference between 

SMILES star sensors and ISS attitude was quite odd and 

have been varying over time. There was a good explanation 

to these phenomena that the huge structure of ISS is 

changing its shape during orbiting (~90 minutes) and beta 

angle cycle (~90 days). But, after we plot the difference 

between GPS 1pps timing and ISS telemetry timing (Fig. 1), 

it was speculated that the difference between SMILES star 

sensor and the ISS attitude (GPS triangulation) might have 

come from fluctuation of telemetry packet delay. 

 

SMILES star sensor shows more fluctuated (noisy) 

attitude compared to the ISS attitude. One explanation is 

that there is micro vibration around SMILES instrument, the 

other is the fluctuation is noise. Comparing two retrieval 

results, (a) using SMILES star sensor, and (b) using ISS 

attitude, it is concluded that micro vibration should be 

negligible and the SMILES star sensor data should be 

smoothed before to use (Fig. 2). 

 

It is concluded that SMILES operational L2 data 

processing should use (1) primary attitude knowledge is ISS 

attitude telemetry data (GPS triangulation), (2) MAXI GPS 

1pps timing is used to correct jitter in the ISS telemetry 

packet, and (3) running mean of the [(SMILES star sensor) - 

(ISS attitude)] is treated as the structural offset between 

NASA attitude sensor and SMILES coordinate systems. 

Systematic error caused by the random jitter uncertainty of 

the pointing knowledge can be estimated as ~60 m in 

tangent height (precision of angle resolver of the primary 

mirror), which should be  1% in L2 retrieval precision. 

 

5. ANTENNA PATTERN 
 

The far-field antenna pattern was estimated by applying a 

phase-retrieval method to the result of near-field 

measurements for the offset Cassegrain antenna of the 

SMILES flight model. The estimated far-field pattern was 

found to be in excellent agreement down to the sidelobe 

levels as low as -55 dB with the theoretically calculated 

pattern shown in Fig. 3 based on the physical optics method 

in which the surface errors measured for the main and sub 

reflectors of the flight model were taken into account [7]. 

 

The antenna pattern is converted from two-dimensional 

one (Fig. 3) to one-dimensional one to apply to the L2 

retrieval system (Fig. 4). Roll angle around IFOV axis 

affects the 1D antenna pattern, so the L2 retrieval use the 

interpolated antenna pattern among pre-calculated patterns 

for roll angles. The forward model, F(x,b), in the L2 

retrieval system is designed to satisfy 4 digit precision as far 

as possible [2], including the antenna pattern calculation. 

Systematic error in the antenna pattern treatment of forward 

model calculation can be estimated to be in the order 0.01 %, 

which is much larger than the laboratory antenna pattern 

measurement -55dB [7]. 

  

SMILES antenna has been scanned at a rate of 0.009375 

degree/pulse, with a stepper motor operating at 12 pps. The 

SMILES spectral signal is integrated over 0.5 s. The 

effective antenna pattern over the 0.5 s integration becomes 
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Fig. 1 Relative difference between MAXI GPS 1pps 

signal and the ISS clock telemetry data. 

 
Fig. 3 Two dimensional (Elevation, Azimuth) SMILES 

antenna pattern. 

 
Fig. 2 Retrieved O3 profiles using the SMILES Star 

Sensor data (left) and ISS attitude data (right). 

 

 
Fig. 4 One dimensional antenna pattern in elevation axis 

without antenna motion (dark), and with antenna motion 

(light).  
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Fig. 1 Relative difference between MAXI GPS 1pps 

signal and the ISS clock telemetry data. 

 
Fig. 3 Two dimensional (Elevation, Azimuth) SMILES 

antenna pattern. 

 
Fig. 2 Retrieved O3 profiles using the SMILES Star 

Sensor data (left) and ISS attitude data (right). 

 

 
Fig. 4 One dimensional antenna pattern in elevation axis 

without antenna motion (dark), and with antenna motion 

(light).  

Antenna pattern including far Þeld affect retrieval. 0-90 km far Þeld is included 
forward model calculation to achieve 0.01 K forward model precision. But only 5 far 

Þeld rays must be included to achieve this precision. 

slightly wider compared to the fixed antenna pattern as 
shown in Fig. 4.  
 

The difference of antenna pattern affects the weighting 
function, K, in Eq. (1), and it thus changes retrieved profiles. 
Fig. 5 shows an example of systematic difference between 
moving and fixed antenna pattern. The systematic 
differences with considering moving antenna are ~2% for 
O3 and < 1% for temperature. Systematic differences for 
other species are from ~2% for HCl (strong spectral signal) 
to ~30% for CH3CN (very weak spectral signal overlapped 
by other species). It is concluded that the moving antenna 
pattern should be used for the L2 retrieval. Systematic errors 
due to the moving antenna should be negligibly small 
(multiply ~2% for O3 by 0.01 % for numerical precision).  
 

6. SUMMARY 
 

Pointing knowledge of the SMILES for the L2 retrieval 
system can be calculated properly from the ISS attitude with 
corrections (ISS telemetry timing jitter, and structural 
difference). The one-dimensional model of antenna pattern 
based on the physical-optics calculations and the phase-
retrieval measurements od the antenna flight model was 
implemented in the SMILES operational L2 retrieval system. 
Systematic errors of L2 products are estimated to be ~1% 
for the pointing and negligibly small for the antenna pattern 
treatment. 
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Fig. 5 Averaged retrieved profiles (red: moving antenna, blue: fixed antenna), relative difference normalized to a priori 
of L2 ver. 1.3 O3 (upper left), temperature (upper right), HCl (lower left) and BrO from SMILES Band A (lower right). 
261 observations are averaged in Oct. 12, 2009 at equatorial region N10-S10. 
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Line selection applied to choose 2000-3000 lines per 
band, 80% of lines are out of band contribution. Weak 

lines less than 0.01 K are neglected.

in number as possible to reduce computing cost without
sacrificing the accuracy of the calculation. In our estima-
tion, lines that affect more than 0.5mK on the target band
should be calculated to satisfy the accuracy. Fig. 5 shows
the effect of line selection on ozone retrieval. The
incremental error due to this line selection (green line)
is less than 0.01% in the stratosphere. This value is
sufficiently small as compared to the retrieval precision
(red line).

The total number of selected lines is approximately
2000–3000 per band. Approximately 80% of these lines
are outside the bands, and contribution of these lines to
the band is not significant because the intensity is
relatively low and it does not have steep spectral feature.
Therefore, the absorption coefficient of the lines outside
the bands can be calculated by using coarse and
equally spaced frequency grid (approximately 10MHz)
by spline interpolation. This results in a speed increase of
approximately 10.

4.4.2. Frequency selection

The computing cost of the forward model is propor-
tional to the number of frequency grid points. The interval
of the frequency grid around a line center should be
suitable for the Doppler width of the line in order to
achieve the required accuracy. (Since the Doppler width is
approximately 0.4MHz, the interval of the frequency grid
should be less than approximately 0.1MHz.) On the other
hand, the interval can be wide for line wings because the
signal level of the line wings is low, and the change is
smooth. By optimizing the frequency grid, we can develop
a fast algorithm. However, it is difficult to automatically
optimize unequally spaced frequency grid.

In our method, the frequency grid is optimized by a
sequential process as follows. First, the spectra are
calculated by using an initial frequency grid defined by

the line centers of a target band and interpolated by a
cubic spline function. Next, by comparing the above
spectra with the spectra calculated by using the 0.1MHz
equally spaced frequency grid, the maximum difference
frequency point is determined. This frequency point is
added to the initial frequency grid, and the spectra are
calculated by using the new frequency grid. This process is
repeated until the maximum difference frequency point is
less than 0.001K.

By using this method, we have found that approxi-
mately 900 unequally spaced frequency grid of each band
represents a high-accuracy spectrum comparable to the
0.1MHz equally spaced frequency grid (in this case, we
require 12000 points in a band). Using this method, the
calculation speed increases by more than a factor of 10.
The residual difference of the two frequency sets is less
than 0.001K in all tangent altitude ranges (Fig. 6).

5. Results

5.1. Validation of ORC

To validate the ORC, we have compared the various
output of the ORC with those of the SMOCO (SMILES
observation retrieval code) [7,34]. The SMOCO is a
simulator that includes the radiative transfer calculation
for simulating atmospheric sounding in the millimeter
and submillimeter wavelength range. The SMOCO has
been compared with several models such as ARTS [35],
MOLIERE [36], and MAES [37], and its accuracy has been
verified [38]. Fig. 7 shows the error ratio of the absorption
coefficient for the ozone line at 625.37GHz under the
same atmospheric conditions. The error ratio is less than
0.03%. This difference can be attributed to the difference
in the line shape model of the Voigt profile. There are no
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Forward model: frequency grid: For each AOS spectral bin, 54 
(AOS1) and 49 (AOS2) frequency grids must be considered with 

0.2 MHz step <±2.4 MHz from AOS center, and 0.4 MHz step at 
2.4-8.0 MHz, to achieve 0.01 K radiance precision.
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~900 frequency  grids 
are carefully selected 
to achieve <0.001K 
forward model error by 
the interpolation at the 
all 12,000 spectral bins 
(100 kHz sampling) in 
the retrieval system.
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A fast Voigt function algorithm was 
developed for the L2 forward model

improvement in the accuracy andprocessing speed of the cal-
culation of the Voigt function correspond to large increases
in accuracy and speed of the SMILES L2 data analysis.

Many studies have been conducted describing the opti-
mization of the combination of accuracy and speed of com-
putation routines for the Voigt function. Schreier (1992)
reported that algorithms of Armstrong (1967) and Gaut-
schi (1969) appear to be most accurate. However the
high-accuracy of their methods is achieved with a corre-
spondingly large amount of computing time. On the other
hand, although Hui et al. (1978) proposed a simple and fast
procedure requiring only two arithmetic statements for
coding in FORTRAN, the result is only precise to around
five significant figures, which is less than the accuracy
required for the SMILES L2 data processing system. Wells
(1999) have developed an algorithm which shows relative
error � < 10�5 with its reference (Lether and Wenston,
1991) in a range of y > 1 and 0 < x < 5. But his algorithm
has somewhat worse precision in a range of y < 1 (corre-
sponding to altitude >60 km). Kuntz (1997, hereafter
K97) presented an improved set of formulae of Humlicek’s
polynomial approximation technique (Humlicek, 1982). It
is able to calculate the real part of the complementary error
function of complex argument with speed over a wide
range of y. However its accuracy is still around five signif-
icant figures.

In this study, we review the code of K97 and optimize
the combination of accuracy and speed of computation
for the SMILES L2 data processing system. Then we esti-
mate the accuracy and speed of the various algorithms for
the Voigt function.

We describe the required range of parameters used in the
Voigt function under the SMILES observational condi-
tions in Section 2. We then discuss the optimization of
the combination of accuracy and speed of computation in
Section 3 and present a comparison of them in Section 4.
In Section 5, we discuss the speed of present algorithm
and limitation of the Voigt profile assumption. Finally,
the summary of this research is given in Section 6.

2. Parameter range of the Voigt function

In this section, we derive the parameter range of the Voi-
gt function required for the forward model of the SMILES
L2 data processing system. Based on the result of observa-
ble altitude coverage for various molecular species with
altitude estimated from preliminary results of simulation
studies (Kasai et al., 2006), we derived the parameter range
of y used in the Voigt function for high- and low-molecu-
lar-weight. Fig. 1 shows the range of y for the given altitude
coverage. It is found that the shape of curves are almost
independent of the molecular-weight but depend on the
detectable range for each of the molecular species. For
example, HCl observed over a wide altitude ranges from
a high altitude of nearly the Doppler region (�70 km) to
the low altitude of the Lorenz region (�10 km), which is
corresponds to values of y � 0:1 to y � 1000.

3. Optimization for the SMILES data processing system

Kuntz’s published algorithm (Kuntz, 1997, K97) con-
tains several errors as pointed out by Ruyten (1997). We
therefore reviewed the code, graciously provided by Kuntz
(private communication) and improved the number of sig-
nificant figures to a 15-figure amount by using a Mathem-
atica 5.2 (see Appendix A).

The computational domain of the Voigt algorithm is
often divided into several regions with different methods
adopted for each. As shown in Fig. 1, the altitude coverage
of SMILES requires the calculation over a range of
y � 1000 (corresponding to “region 1” of K97). In many
implementations, calculations for y � 1 have been con-
ducted by using simple Lorentz function. We therefore
add the new expression for “region 0” originally introduced
by Kuntz and Höpfner (1999),

Kðx; yÞ ¼ a0
x2 þ y2

; a0 ¼ 0:564189583547783y: ð2Þ

This region 0 is defined by the following equation (see
also Fig. 2) so as to retain the accuracy of six significant
figures
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Fig. 1. Parameter range of y used in the Voigt function.
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Fig. 2. The five regions in the x–y plane (region 0: Lorentz approximation;
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originally relevant for Humlicek’s approximation of the Voigt profile
function.
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6:25� 10�6x2 þ 2:0� 10�5y2 > 1: ð3Þ

Fig. 3 shows the accuracy assurance by calculating a rel-
ative error � as

� � ðK � KrefÞ=Krefj j ð4Þ

where K ref and K are the algorithm added the new region 0
and original one, respectively. The relative error is � ¼ 0 ex-
cept in the region 0, because the same algorithm is adopted
for out of the region 0. We also redefined the other regions
(see Fig. 2 and Appendix A) so as to retain the accuracy for
Armstrong’s algorithm (shown in Fig. 4). All regions are
shown as real functions, and they are expanded in series
of x for rapid computation for fixed y, i.e. calculation of
spectrum over frequency.

4. Comparison of calculation accuracy and speed

We compare the accuracy and speed of the calculation
of the Voigt function from various algorithms. For a com-
parison with respect to the high-accuracy of Armstrong’s
algorithm, we have calculated the Voigt function in a nar-
row range of 0 6 x 6 4 and 0:1 6 y < 1 (corresponding to
“region 1” of Armstrong’s algorithm) in steps of
Dx ¼ Dy ¼ 0:01 and a wide range of 0 6 x 6 100 and 1 6
y 6 100 in steps of Dx ¼ Dy ¼ 1. We then assessed the
accuracy comparison by calculating the relative error � of
Armstrong’s algorithm as reference Kref and the algorithm
under consideration K. Both the maximum and the stan-
dard deviation of the relative error are listed in Table 1.
Figs. 4–6 also show that the relative error in a range of

0:1 6 x; y 6 100 in steps of Dy ¼ Dx ¼ 0:1. For the com-
parison of computational speed, the calculations were per-
formed on a 3.0 GHz Pentium PC with a gfortran 4.2.1
compiler. We repeated this calculation to obtain a statisti-
cally robust number for each algorithm. Both the calcula-
tion times and their standard errors are listed in Table 2.

Fig. 3. Relative error of the Voigt function: region 0 vs. region 1. Fig. 4. Relative error of the Voigt function: this work vs. Armstrong.

Table 1
Maximum and standard deviation of relative error between Armstrong’s
and other algorithms for the narrow and the wide range.

Algorithm Narrow range Wide range

�max �std �max �std

This work 9:38� 10�5 1:31� 10�5 2:52� 10�5 7:88� 10�7

Humlicek 4:88� 10�3 1:20� 10�3 8:41� 10�5 3:09� 10�6

Hui 1:05� 10�3 1:15� 10�4 1:03� 10�5 1:80� 10�7

Fig. 5. Relative error of the Voigt function: Humlicek vs. Armstrong.

Fig. 6. Relative error of the Voigt function: Hui vs. Armstrong.
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From the results of the comparison of the calculation
accuracy, although the maximum relative error of Hui’s
and Armstrong’s algorithm shows a minimum value
ð1:03� 10�5Þ in the mid- and low-altitude range ðy > 1Þ,
the result of the improved K97 and Armstrong’s algorithm
also retains the same order of magnitude, which meet a
required precision of the SMILES L2 data processing sys-
tem. In the high-altitude range ðy < 1Þ, we find that the
improved K97 and Armstrong’s algorithm appear to be
the most accurate. The relative error is around 10�5 or less
as shown in Fig. 4 and the maximum relative error is less
than 10�4, whereas other algorithms are almost an order of
magnitude larger. Hui’s algorithms uses 5th order rational
approximation, which results periodical shape of error along
x-axis at small y (Fig. 6). All algorithms show that the rela-
tive errors are larger at small y, but it is much smaller at large
y (the relative errors are less than 10�5 in the Lorentz region
ðy > 100Þ, and they are not shown here).

5. Discussion

Present computational algorithm for the Voigt function
is one of the variants of Humlicek’s algorithm. Computa-
tional cost of the Voigt approximation of this study is com-
parable or better to other algorithms; Hui et al. (1978) and
Humlicek (1982) (and its variants, Schreier (1992) and
Kuntz (1997)). Computational accuracy is significantly bet-
ter than Hui and Humlicek. Applications using the high
speed and precise Voigt function can achieve better compu-
tational accuracy simply switching to the function of this
study with marginal computational cost.

Actual line shape in the atmospheric conditions is differ-
ent from the Voigt function. If we assume that the colli-
sions occur not frequently, the collision induced line
shape broadening by atmospheric constituents is given by
the convolution of the Doppler and van Vleck–Weisskopf
profile (van Vleck and Weisskopf, 1945, 1976). It is known
that the Lorentz and van Vleck–Weisskopf function differ
mostly by a correction factor of r=rm;I . Thus present algo-
rithms can also be more appropriately applied for the cases
of the van Vleck–Weisskopf profile.

The Dicke narrowing (Dicke, 1953, 1973) should be con-
sidered for (at least) several lines in the sub-mm region.
Morino and Yamada (2005) have reported the Dicke nar-
rowing of HCl spectrum in the conditions similar to
SMILES observation. Present Voight algorithm may be
useful for the studies of Dicke narrowing as a reference
of Voigt profile.

This study is intended to improve the spectral calcula-
tion accuracy for SMILES data processing. In high pres-
sure conditions, other phenomena such as line mixing
(Rao and Weber, 1992) and super Lorentzian (Hirono
and Nakazawa, 1982, 2005) should be considered but these
are not considered to be implemented in the SMILES pro-
cessing system.

6. Summary

We have compared an improved K97 algorithm with
several other implementations with respect to their accu-
racy and computational speed. In the investigation of accu-
racy, we find that the improved K97 and Armstrong’s
algorithm appear to be the most accurate in the high-alti-
tude range (the relative error is around 10�5). Although
the maximum relative error of the Hui’s and Armstrong’s
algorithm shows a minimum value ð1:03� 10�5Þ in the
mid- and low-altitude range, the improved algorithm
retains the same order of magnitude as the result of them.

We also added a “region 0” in the x–y plane (Kuntz,
1997). This approach results in an acceleration of K97 with-
out a loss in accuracy within the requirements for the
SMILES L2 data processing system. Our new implementa-
tion is superior to the others with respect to computational
speed. It is therefore concluded that the improved algo-
rithms should be applied for the SMILESL2 data processing
system.

Appendix A

Region 0: 6:25� 10�6x2 þ 2:0� 10�5y2 > 1
a0 ¼ 0:564189583547783y

Kðx; yÞ ¼ a0
x2 þ y2

Region 1: 6:25�10�6x2þ2:0�10�5y261; 2:0�10�3x2þ
5:0� 10�3y2 > 1

a1 ¼ 0:282094791773891yð1þ 0:564189583547783y2Þ
b1 ¼ 0:564189583547783y
a2 ¼ 0:25þ y2ð1:0þ y2Þ
b2 ¼ �1:0þ 2y2

Kðx; yÞ ¼ a1 þ b1x2

a2 þ b2x2 þ x4

Region 2: 2:0�10�3x2þ5:0�10�3y261; 4:16�10�2x2þ
7:0� 10�2y2 > 1

a3¼0:5641895835477513yð1:875þy2ð8:25þy2ð5:5þy2ÞÞÞ
b3 ¼ 0:5641895835477513yð5:25þ y2ð1:0þ 3:0y2ÞÞ
c3 ¼ 0:5641895835477513yð�4:5þ 3:0y2Þ
d3 ¼ 0:5641895835477513y
a4 ¼ 0:5625þ y2ð4:5þ y2ð10:5þ y2ð6:0þ y2ÞÞÞ
b4 ¼ �4:5þ y2ð9:0þ y2ð6:0þ 4:0y2ÞÞ
c4 ¼ 10:5þ y2ð�6:0þ 6:0y2Þ
d4 ¼ �6:0þ 4:0y2

Table 2
Computing time in seconds for the narrow and the wide range.

Algorithm Narrow range �102 (s) Wide range �103 (s)

This work 0.128(3) 0.150(3)
Humlicek 0.627(2) 0.586(4)
Hui 0.136(3) 0.375(2)
Armstrong 3.26(3) 2.435(2)
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Spectroscopic studies for SMILES 
carried out by Prof. Amano et al.

The broadening parameters are determined to within 1% uncertainty, and the temperature
exponents are determined to within 1:5–3% accuracy at the 1s level.
In this investigation, a transition of the symmetric isotopic species (16O18O16O) was also

carried out. In order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the lines, the signals were accumulated
for four times as long as that of normal species measurements. The highest pressure where
reasonable signals could be obtained was only 300mTorr, and the cell temperature of this
measurement was 294K. The results of this measurement are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 and also
tabulated in Table 1.

ARTICLE IN PRESS

Fig. 2. Pressure dependence of line broadening of the 625.371GHz line of O3: Error bars indicate 1s limits.

Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of pressure broadening for the 544.858GHz line of O3:

M.M. Yamada, T. Amano / Journal of Quantitative Spectroscopy & Radiative Transfer 95 (2005) 221–230 225

O3,&pressure&broadening.&
Yamada&and&Amano&(2005)

Gaussian width decreases significantly with increasing
pressure. Such effects have been observed clearly in all
foreign-gas experiment as demonstrated in Fig. 2, where
the CL and CG obtained from the oxygen gas effect data
for the J = 1–0, F = 2.5–1.5 transition are plotted versus
pressure of oxygen. The CG values decrease with the in-
crease of oxygen pressure, and are smaller than theoret-
ical value calculated for the room temperature. The
Lorentzian HWHM CL increases linearly with oxygen
pressure p, but does not vanish at zero pressure.

In the final step of the fit, the observed profiles were
analyzed using the Galatry function. The parameters
obtained by the modified Voigt function analysis were
used as the initial values for the Galatry profile. The
Gaussian width CG was fixed to the theoretical value cal-
culated for the room temperature, and instead the con-
traction parameter z was adjusted: i.e., again with six
free parameters. Examples of the observed spectra and
the fit results are shown in Fig. 3. The experimental line
profiles are reproduced very well by the Galatry func-
tion; we have not found so far, however, any significant
difference in the quality of the fit between the analysis
with the Galatry and the modified Voigt functions.

The broadening coefficients determined in the present
measurements are listed for each of nuclear hyperfine
component in Table 1. As listed there are no significant
differences for the hyperfine components, we have deter-
mined the broadening coefficients by analyzing the
determined Lorentzian widths of all nuclear hyperfine
components simultaneously with the LS fit procedure
as listed in Table 2, where the values available in

literature are also listed for comparison. The pressure
dependence of the Lorentzian width CL observed for
the O2-gas effect is displayed in Fig. 4.

Significant pressure shifts have been observed for the
foreign-gas effect as shown in Fig. 5. The zero-pressure
line position and pressure-shift coefficients determined
in the present measurements are listed for each of nucle-
ar hyperfine component, together with the sub-Doppler
measured line positions by [11] in Table 3. The line-shift
coefficients averaged for the hyperfine components are
listed in Table 4 with those available in literature. The
values for the IR data listed in the table are calculated
by the method proposed by Luo et al. [29] for the case
of a diatomic molecule perturbed by an atom; the shift
of a pure-rotational transition can be estimated from

Fig. 3. Typical line profiles measured for the H35Cl J = 1–0, F = 2.5–
1.5 transition in the N2-broadening experiments is reproduced.
Displayed are transmittance spectra, which are the transmission
intensity divided by the background (incident) radiation. The open
circles represent observed values and the solid lines are the best-fit
Galatry profiles determined by the LS analysis.

Table 1
Broadening coefficients c = CL/p (MHz/Torr) of the HCl J = 1–0
transition determined for each hyperfine componenta

Perturber H35Cl H37Cl

F = 1.5–1.5
N2 3.702(30) 3.722(61)
O2 2.676(31) 2.758(71)
Ar 2.506(77) 2.649(78)

F = 2.5–1.5
N2 3.710(71) 3.559(51)
O2 2.611(22) 2.680(64)
Ar 2.404(30) 2.442(44)

F = 0.5–1.5
N2 3.682(55) 3.436(71)
O2 2.616(26) 2.857(51)
Ar 2.369(54) 2.311(75)

a Numbers in parentheses are uncertainties (one standard deviation
obtained by the weighted LS analysis) in units of the last digits quoted.

Fig. 2. The Lorentzian widths CL and the Gaussian widths CG of the
H35Cl J = 1–0, F = 2.5–1.5 transition for the oxygen-gas effect,
obtained by modified Voigt profile analysis, are plotted versus O2

pressure. To compare with the theoretical Doppler HWHM, the
Gaussian widths are presented here as the HWHM, i.e., (ln2)1/2 CG.
The CG value decreases with the increase of pressure, and are smaller
than theoretical value calculated for the temperature. The error bars
for the width indicated are one standard deviation estimated by the
profile fit procedure. The horizontal error bars indicate the pressure
changes during the measurement.

I. Morino, K.M.T. Yamada / Journal of Molecular Spectroscopy 233 (2005) 77–85 81

HCl,&freq.,&pres.&broadening,&galatry&contrac\on.&
Morino&and&Amano&(2005).
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Table 1
Halfwidth parameters of BrO

Line/gas 624:77 GHz 650:17 GHz

�0 (MHz/Torr) n �0 (MHz/Torr) n

N2 3.24 (5) −0:76 (5) 3.20 (7) −0:84 (7)
O2 2.33 (6) −0:93 (7) 2.41 (6) −0:70 (7)

�0 is the pressure broadening coe�cient at 296 K, and n is the temperature dependence exponent.

4. Discussion

These investigations are a part of the e�ort to determine the pressure broadening parameters of
BrO for the transitions which are planned to be monitored by the SMILES and EOS-MLS missions.
Signal to noise (S=N ) determines the dynamic range of all the halfwidth measurements. Due

to system performance issues the S=N ratio was better at 624 GHz compared to 650 GHz in both
laboratories. The highest foreign gas pressure used at Ibaraki was about 400 mTorr, while the JPL
experiments cover higher pressures up to 1:5 Torr. N2 pressure broadening, the larger e�ect of the
two bu�er gases, is also more di�cult to measure due to the decrease in dynamic range (in partial
pressure) available for equivalent halfwidths. The two laboratories approached the S=N limitations
with di�erent methods. At JPL improved S=N was achieved through the background subtraction
technique. At Ibaraki, statistical averaging of multiple measurements was used to improve the quality
of the data set. The broadening coe�cients obtained by both groups are in reasonable agreement,
with some divergence of halfwidth parameters at the lowest temperatures, demonstrating that the
data are not seriously biased by systematic errors.
Two other BrO pressure broadening measurements have recently been reported [5,6]. Bauer et al.

reported on the J =18:5← 17:5 79BrO transition at 499:6 GHz. This work reports the air-broadened
halfwidth to be 3:54 ± 0:28 MHz=Torr at 296 K with a temperature dependence of −0:45 ± 0:18.
The broadening parameters for a higher J transition, J =27:5← 26:5 of 81BrO at 700:97 GHz, were
obtained by Fraser [5]. The O2 pressure broadening coe�cient determined in this work is 2:89 ±
0:14 MHz=Torr. The current study reports more precise parameters for intermediate J transitions
which are entirely consistent with the literature data and support the generally accepted trend of
slowly decreasing halfwidth parameters at elevated J levels in diatomic species.
The dominant interaction which causes the line broadening is the electric quadrupole–electric

dipole interaction. The broadening by N2 is larger than that by O2. This tendency is similar to
that observed for many other molecules. The ratio of the width by N2 and by O2 is 1.39 and
1.36 for the 624.77 and 650:17 GHz lines, respectively, while the ratio of the electric quadrupole
moments of N2 and O2 is about 3.5 [9] (see also references cited therein). The r-dependence of the
electric quadrupole–electric dipole interaction is r−4, and the temperature dependence of the pressure
broadening in this case is given by [10]

��˙ T−5=6 = T−0:83 (3)

which is in reasonable agreement with our experimental values.

Pressure&broadening&of&BrO&
Yamada&et&al.&(2003)

L2 Prelaunch Algorithm satisÞed Mission Plan requirements. Even though 
calculating 104 times detailed forward model compared simple model (simulation 
studies for SMILES), JAXA L2 processing system performed real times basis (L2 

processing time is about same of the observation time)

JAXA (Feb. 2009)
Antenna Pattern Yes
Image band 
Rejection Yes

Acousto-Optics 
Spectrometer 
response 
function
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Out of band lines Yes
Whole spectrum 
Þtting Yes
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Sample#spectra##
Band&A:&&
  There&are&strong&O3,&HCl&lines&and&HOCl,&CH3CN&

lines..&BrO/HNO3&are&worse&than&other&band’s&
profiles.&

Band&B&
  There&are&same&O3&line&and&other&HCl&lines.&HO2,&O3&

isotopes&are&observed.&
  O17OO&lines&&are&located&wing&of&HCl&and&outside&of&

useful&frequency,&it&is&more&difficult&than&other&
isotopes..&&

Band&C&
  There&are&strong&ClO&lines&and&O3&isotopes,&BrO&and&

HNO3,&HO2&are&observed.&
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  Since SMILES has only 2 receivers, SMILES observed 2 bands simultaneously. 
  In addition, band B and C were observed same receivers. So, band A  was observed by 

different receives due to band combinations. 
  Number of nominal observed scan was about 1630 per day, howevr, one of retrieved scan was 1400. A few 

percents of scans are not retrieved regularly due to calibration error in brightness temperature. Since the field of 
view of antenna is near the ISS solar paddles, interferences with the paddles caused this error.  

  SMILES measured many useful scans which exceed 1200 per day on most days during operation period though 
irregular data loss like the solar paddle stopping in front of  SMILES field of view (2009/12/01 – 15), and 
trouble of communication system of ISS/JEM (2010/02/25 – 03/05).  

Blue: processed / Grey: not 
processed  

O3, H37Cl,T , 
HOCl, CH3CN, 
(HNO3, BrO) 

O3, H35Cl, T, 
HO2, 18OOO, 
O17OO 
ClO, BrO, HNO3, 
 HO2, 18OOO, 
 17OOO, (O3) 

Check 
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Normal operation 

A 
(AOS1) 

A 
(AOS2) 

B 
(AOS2) 

C 
(AOS1) 

Stopping 
 ISS 
paddle 

Trouble of 
communication system 

v1.0#(005M06M0024)#L2#results#example.#Kikuchi#et#al.#2010#
O3#and#HCl:#quite#acceptable.#Others:#need#further#studies.#

However, around 30°N in particular, some strange dis-
continuities can be seen owing to the solar paddle interfer-
ence, as indicated in Figure 6, suggesting that we need
further careful treatment to confirm data quality.
[34] As to the two maxima of ozone mixing ratios, it is

suggested that the distribution is affected by the meridional

circulation associated with the quasi‐biennial oscillation
(QBO) in the equatorial stratosphere. Analysis fields indi-
cate that vertical wind shear is westerly around this height
and time, and it is expected that vertical motion with sinking
at the equator should dominate [Plumb and Bell, 1982]. Such
a downward displacement of material surface was clearly

Figure 8. Comparison of coincident SMILES and MLS ozone profiles on 12 October 2009 at northern
high latitudes: (a) the mean profiles for SMILES (blue) and MLS (red), (b) the differences between the
SMILES and MLS profiles in mixing ratio, and (c) the percentage differences.

Figure 9. An example of HCl profiles from SMILES and a comparison with that from ACE‐FTS:
(a) two profiles from SMILES on 12 October 2009, (1) at 5.1°N and 166.5°E (blue), (2) at 7.7°N and
168.4°E (green), and one profile from ACE on 13 October 2009 at 5.2°N and 170.7°E (red) within
24 hr and a distance of 500 km, (b) the differences between the SMILES and ACE profiles in mixing
ratio, and (c) the percentage differences.
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seen in satellite aerosol data [Trepte and Hitchman, 1992].
Because of this downward displacement, in conjunction
with warm anomalies, ozone variations related to the QBO
around 30 km show minima at the equator when the QBO is
in the westerly shear [e.g., Shiotani and Hasebe, 1994].
Thus, the latitude‐height cross section shows a dip over the
equator above the ozone maxima and two peaks of ozone
concentrations at subtropical latitudes, as shown by Randel
and Wu [1996] using the monthly mean satellite data.
[35] Comparisons of coincident SMILES and MLS ozone

profiles are shown in Figure 8. In northern high latitudes on
12 October 2009, there are four SMILES profiles for which
we can find corresponding MLS profiles within 500 km and
1 hr. The SMILES profiles are mostly located at high lati-
tudes, 47.9°N and 127.2°W, 48.2°N and 81.1°W, 50.6°N
and 84.5°W, and 57.1°N and 142.8°W, and the numbers of

the MLS coincidences are 5, 6, 6, and 1, respectively. In
Figure 8a, the mean ozone profiles are drawn in blue for
SMILES (four observations) and red for MLS (18 observa-
tions); the ozone peak is elevated in comparison with that at
low latitudes. The difference between the two in mixing ratio
(SMILES–MLS) and the percentage difference [(SMILES–
MLS)/MLS] are calculated and shown in Figures 8b and 8c,
respectively. The overall agreement is good, within 5% for
the height range of about 20–45 km.
[36] The retrieval for HCl is based on Band A and Band

B. Figure 9 shows an example of HCl profiles from Band A
and their comparison with Atmospheric Chemistry Experi-
ment (ACE) Fourier transform spectrometer (FTS) data
[Mahieu et al., 2008] under rather loose criteria within a
distance of 500 km and a time of 24 hr. We found two to
three coincidences per day with ACE‐FTS, and this figure

Figure 10. Examples of the retrieved and a priori profiles for (a) BrO and (b) HO2. Left: Marks and
horizontal bars indicate retrieved values and one standard deviation in red, and those for the a priori pro-
file in blue. Right: S, total error; Sm, measurement error; Sn, smoothing error.
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L2 v1.1 validation trial: O3 
Suzuki et al. 2010 (ISPRS Conference Paper) 

species, such as BrO, can be retrieved ~ 50% in 30-40 km 
altitude range. 

 
Figure 1. Theoretical retrieval precision of the target species, 
assuming 100% for Sa, which are O3, HCl, HNO3, HOCl, BrO, 
ClO, HO2, retrieved from single-scan data in the daytime. 
 
 

4. RESULTS 

4.1 O3 Products 

Figures 2-4 show the example of O3 retrieval at the coincidence 
with ACE-FTS ver.2.2 (Dupuy et al., 2009), Aura/MLS ver.2.2 
(Froidevaux et al., 2008A), and ENVISAT/MIPAS MIPAS-
IMK ver.40  (Von Clarmann et al., 2009), respectively. Altitude 
and value of O3 maxima agrees well each other. Figures 5-7 
show statistics of O3 coincidence events at the 55°N-65°N 
latitude region. As clearly seen in Figures 6-8, SMILES O3 at 
the 20-40 km altitude region agreed quite well (< 10 %) with 
ACE-FTS, Aura/MLS and ENVISAT/MIAPS (Dupuy et al., 
2009; Froidevaux et al., 2008, Von Clarmann et al., 2009). This 
agreement was common for the all 10° latitude bins over 45°S-
75°N. Above 40 km, SMILES O3 showed 10% smaller value to 
the MLS and 30% smaller value to the ACE-FTS, respectively. 
It has been reported that the ACE-FTS O3 tends to be 20% 
larger than other measurements at the 50-60 km altitude region. 
It can be concluded the statistical result shown in Figures 6-8 
agree with previous works on the O3 validation, and the 
SMILES O3 value is 10% smaller to the mean of other 
observation.   
 
 

 
Figure 2. Example of O3 coincidence; ACE-FTS ver.2.2 (Red) 
and SMILES (Blue) at latitude 66.0° and longitude 77.5°W on 
Nov. 13, 2009, profiles (left), absolute difference (middle), and 
relative difference (right). Two SMILESprofiles are compared 
with 1 ACE-FTS profile. 

 
Figure 3. Example of O3 coincidence; SMILES (red) and 
AURA/MLS ver.2.2 (Blue) at 30.9°S and 143.2°E on Oct. 23, 
2009, similar to Figure 2. One SMILES profile is compared to 5 
MLS profiles.  
 

 
Figure 4. Example of O3 coincidence; MIPAS-IMK (red) and 
SMILES (blue) at 67.0°N and 101.5°E on Oct. 12, 2009, similar 
to Figure 2. 
 
 

 
Figure 5. Statistics of 75 O3 coincidences with 31ACE-FTS 
(ver.2.2) observations at the 55°N-65°N latitude region. 
 
 

 
Figure 6. Statistics of 61 O3 coincidences compared with 284 
AURA/MLS (ver.2.2) observations at the 55°N-65°N latitude 
region. 
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Figure 6. Statistics of 61 O3 coincidences compared with 284 
AURA/MLS (ver.2.2) observations at the 55°N-65°N latitude 
region. 
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SMILES HCl value tends to be 20% smaller than ACE-FTS and 
MLS above 50 km. HCl should be ~ 3.5 ppb based upon 
observations and model studies, and SMILES HCl value (ver. 
0032) above 40 km should not be used for science.  
We think possible reasons that the SMILES HCl value to be too 
low (~3.0 ppb) above 50 km could be instrumental 
characteristics; such as, AOS frequency resolution, AOS 
frequency scaling, calibration, etc. And HCl value will be 
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sample retrieval results. A priori is prepared from AURA/MLS 
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value is valid only up to 50 km, the retrieval error S clearly 
shows notch structure at the 50 km. By applying proper a priori 
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Figure 12. a priori used for the ver.0032 and retrieval results. 
 
 
Figures 13 and 14 show the examples of HNO3 coincidence 
with SCISAT-1/ACE-FTS ver.2.2 (Wolff et al., 2008) and 
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2009), respectively. Figures 15 and 16 show coincidence 
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values are consistently higher, ~20%, than ACE-FTS and 
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both do not include the rotational quantum number dependence 
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5.2 L2 Improvements After the Launch

•  Was the L2 system operated and improved 
appropriately, on subjects, schedule ?!

•  Subjects"
–  L2: retrieval setting, a priori, retrieval altitude, Tikhonov 

Regularization"
–  L1B: AOS characteristics, Frequency Calibration, Non-linearity, 

Pointing knowledge, data ßags"
–  Spectroscopy: Spectroscopy review using SMILES data, O3 and 

O3 isotope laboratory measurements

•  v1.0#(005M06M0024):#for#retrieval#test##(2010/01/23&release)&

–  Used&L2&processing&algorithms&is&designed&before&launch&
(Takahashi&et&al.,&2010,&Imai&et&al.&2011).&

–  To&keep&data&quality,&no`error`flag&L1B&data&were&only&
processed&(ra\o&of&processed&scan&is&55%)&

•  v1.1#(005M06M0032):#for#mapping#test##(2010/04/19&release)&

–  To&increase&processed&data,&we&cope&with&lack&of&orbital&
informa\on&from&Star&Tracker&Camera&which&is&one&of&the&
reasons&of&L1B&error`flag.&(&55&`>&85&%&)&

•  v1.2#(005M06M0150):#for#turned#model#test#(2010/09/15&release)&

–  Include&turned&AOS&response&model&to&reduce&internal&
inconsistency.&

•  v1.3#(006M06M0200):#for#status#flag#test#(2011/03/02&release)&
–  L1B&data&screening&flag&updates,&etc.&
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•  In&V1.1,&Temperature,&O3&and&HCl&had&10%&difference&between&band&A&measured&
AOS1&and&B&measured&AOS2.&in&V1.2&suppress&them&due&to&response&func\on&
turning.&

•  SMILES&has&2&acousto`op\c&spectrometers&(AOS)&and&those&response&characteris\cs&
have&been&modeled&with&triple`Gaussian&model&obtained&by&ground&test&data.&
–  We&included&turning&factors&to&response&func\on.&It’s&factor&have&been&adjusted&

that&retrieved&temperature&agrees&with&SABER.&As&the&results,&differences&between&
band&A&measured&AOS&Unit&1&and&band&B&measured&AOS&Unit&2&became&a&few&
percents&from&40km&up&to&60&km.&&

•  In&aner&versoin,&we&use&new&response&func\ons&obtained&by&orbit&data.&

V1.1

V1.2

Temp. O3

Relative Differences of 
Temperature (left)  
  and O3 (right) profile  
between band A measured AOS1 
 and band B measured AOS2, 
 single scan 

•  In&v1.2,&error&flag&of&FOV&
interference&couldn’t&reject&
unusable&scans&and&in&v1.3&can&
due&to&L1B&flag&updates.&

•  There&are&2&difference&&L1B&
products,&L1B&and&L1B_rev.&L1B&is&
produced&from&only&1&data,&and&
L1B_rev&is&produced&from&target&
scan&and&around&6&successive&L0&
data&in&order&to&reduce&the&error&
from&receiver&drin.&&

•  In&L2&processing,&L1B_rev&is&
basically&used.&However,&FOV&
interference&flag&in&L1B_rev&
indicated&interference&informa\on&
only&for&target&data,&not&&include&
for&around&data.&&

•  New&L1B&006&include&it.&In&L2&v1.3,&
we&can&reject&unusable&scans&.&

Screened data sample  
(BrO,31km, C, 2010/01/03-24)

La
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e

Local Time
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e

V1.2

V1.3
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•  v2.0#(007M08M0300):#for#nonMlinear#correc<on#test#(2011/Oct/03&
release)&
–  Used&New&L1B&data&v007&(including&preliminary&non`linear&

correc\on,&ochiai&et&al.&2012)&to&improve&temperature&
profiles.&

•  V2.1#(007M08M0310):#L2#algorism#update#(2012/Jan/12&release)&
–  Miner&version&up&to&improve&only&HOCl&profiles.&
–  It&is&the&first&public`release&version.&

•  v2.2#(007M09M0400):#L2#algorism#update##(2012&June,&Internal&release)&
–  Update&retrieval&algorithms&and&a&priori&profiles&to&improve&

mesospheric&profiles.&
•  v2.3#(007M09M0402):#L2#algorism#update##(2012&Nov.,&Internal&release)&

–  Miner&version&up&to&improve&status&flag.&
–  used&in&paper&of&Stachnick&et&al.&(ACP)&

•  V2.4#(008M11M0502):#L2#algorism#update#(2013&Jan.,&Internal&release)&
–  Update&a&priori&profiles&to&improvements&in&mesospheric&

profiles.&
–  used&in&paper&of&A.&Smith&et&al.&(submiled&to&JGR)&

–  Temperature&in&v1.3,&
•  55&`&&&&&km&:&no&informa\on&
•  50`55&km&:&5&%&lower&
•  20`50&km&:&2&%&higher&&

&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&than&other&satellites&&
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&(ACE,&MLS&and&SABER)&

–  Since&three&data&are&consistent,&this&
difference&may&be&SMILES’s&bias.&

–  We&recognized&that&this&bias&is&the&
largest&issue&in&v1.X&series.&Temperature&
is&a&basic&parameter&which&
characterizes&the&atmospheric&
structure.&Temperature&bias&influence&
other&products.&

–  We&try&2&approaches&to&archive&this&
objec\ve.&

ACE, MLS, SABER vs. SMILES v1.3 
SMILES: band B, N40-N50, 
ACE: t < 3h, r < 500km 
MLS, SABER: t< 1h, r < 300 
km 
(Altitude selection: S/Sa < 0.5)  

Objec\ve:&
To&reduce&temperature&bias&
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• O3&and&HCl&have&strong&lines&in&SMILES’s&bands.&These&molecules&
decrease&by&5`10&%.&&

• Since&HOCl’s&lines&are&located&in&O3&wing,&the&profile&shape&is&
changed.&&

O3#(day<me,#B) HOCl#(day<me,#
A)

Averaged&profiles&and&standard&devia\on&for&observa\on&
period.&

V2.0#
V1.3#

HCl#(B)

• We#start#reMcheck#of#line#parameters.###
• Preliminary#updates#were#included#in#v2.0#(O3#line)#

– We#changed#O3#posi<on#and#pressure#broadening#parameter,#residuals#are#reduced.#

– We#also#changed#posi<ons#of#18OOO#lines#in#band#C,#and#fixed#bug#about#frequency#
grids.#It#improved#18OOO#profiles#in#high#al<tude.##

V1.3  v2.0

Line 
 pos. 
 (MHz) 

625371.112 
(ref:  
  JPL catalog  
ver4)

625.371.223 
(ref: Ozeki private 

communication)

γ air
(MHz/
hPa), n

2.258  
0.77 
 (ref: MASTER)

2.3078 
0.78

(ref: 
HITRAN2008)

Residual#Spectra##

around#O3#line#,#
#band#A#(N=40)#

#averaged#for#1#hour,#Asc#

#(2010/01/04#22:00#–#23:00),##

625.3 625.4 625.3 625.4
Frequency (GHz)

V2.0V1.3
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•  SMILES&temperature&agree&with&SABER&up&to&50&km&(difference&within&
1%)&,&and&difference&is&within&2&%&in&mesosphere.&

– 2%&posi\ve&bias&in&upper&stratosphere,&and&5%&bias&in&mesosphere&is&suppressed.&They&are&major&issues&in&v1.3&and&it&
is&very&good&result.&

•  We&can&achieve&v2.0&objec\ve,&to&improve&temperature&profile.&&
– Next,&we&check&other&products..&&

A
lti

tu
de

, k
m

 Coincidence result : SABER vs. 
SMILES V1.3 V2.0

Coincidence condition: 
    diff t < 1 h 
     r  < 200 km 
     latitude : S35-S25 

Dark blue line:  
    enough information  
    from observed spectra 
Light blue line:  
    not enough information   
    and return near a priori 
profile 

　　　 (SABER-SMILES) /SMILES*100 

80 

20 

40 

60 

•  HCl&has&about&0.2&ppb&due&to&only&a"priori"and&line&parameter’s&
uncertain\es.&

•  In&addi\on,&HCl&error&induced&by&HCl’s&γair&error&is&constant&in&mesosphere.&&&
This&shows&that&SMILES’s&results&might&have&bias&since&profile&is&constant.&&

•  We&prepare&to&es\mate&another&error&factor&like&as&radiometric&calibra\on&
error,&other&spectroscopy&and&evaluate&HCl&systema\c&error.&

HCl#(B)

#Retrieval#algorithm#
error#
#####shows#difference#
between#
#####true#profiles#and#
#####unperturbed#run.##
#####This#error#associated#
#####with#retrieval#
formula<on#
#####and#seings.##&

Es\mated&impact&of&some&systema\c&uncertain\es,&&
&&&&&like&as&to&a"priori,&line&parameter,&and&retrieval&algorithms&
errors.&

Retrieval algorithm error
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• HCl&decrease&5%&in&stratosphere,&and&15%&in&mesosphere.&
– And&We&can&see&one&improvement&in&this&version.&

• HCl&in&mesosphere&(50`75km)&become&constant&&(This&feature&is&suggested&by&Cl&chemistry.)&&
and&its&value&is&3.0&ppb.&&
–  However,&it&is&necessary&to&judge&this&value&carefully.&(&valida\on&results&`>&Imai&et&al.&(Poster)&)&&

HCl#(B)

These#figure#show##HCl#case.
Line#formats#are#same#as#previous#figures.&

V2.0#
V1.3#

Profile& Rela\ve&diff.& Data&trend&

This#figure#shows#HCl#data#trend#by#WMO#
report.&

•  SMILES&does&not&measure&O2&
emission&lines&for&temperature&
retrieval,&but&used&other&strong&lines,&
O3&and&HCl.&&

•  However,&in&mesosphere,&since&
widths&of&the&lines&are&equal&to&the&
frequency&resolu\on&of&the&
spectrometers,&informa\on&of&
temperature&profile&is&not&obtained&
enough.&

•  &In&addi\on,&O3&and&HCl&mixing&ra\os&
are&“variables”"and&need&to&be&
retrieved&simultaneously&with&
temperature.&It&becomes&that&
temperature&retrieval&is&more&
difficult.&

 Referring#more#appropriate#temperature#

O3H37Cl

HOCl

O3(v1,3)

O3(v2)

18OOOHNO3 HNO3

O3
HOCl

BrO

CH3CN CH3CN

CH3CN

10
0

1
0

0.
1

1

B
rig

ht
ne

ss
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em
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Band 
A

  So,&in&v2.0,&we&stopped&temperature&retrieval&and&referred&more&appropriate&
temperature&in&mesosphere.&&
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  In&v2.0,&MLS&temperature&was&chosen&as&&a"priori"profiles&in&mesosphere&
because&of&data&quan\ty&and&quality,&and&we&refer&it&from&40&km&to&90&km.&
  MLS&observa\on&covered&with&SMILES’s&observa\on&periods,&al\tude,&and&la\tude.&Data&

quan\ty&are&enough&to&make&grid&data&in&1&day.&We&can&refer&same&day’s&data.&And&data&
accuracy&is&<&10&K&up&to&90&km.&&&

  Addi\onally,&in&order&to&express&migra\ng&\des,&Global&Scale&Wave&Model&was&included.&
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In&v1.3,&GEOS`5&data&used&as&a&priori&profile&&
&in&&all&al\tude&range.&

In&v2.0,&GEOS`5&data&is&used&as&a&priori&profile&in&
stratosphere&and&MLS&data&is&used&&in&mesosphere. 

•  Including#gain#nonMlinearity#in#L1B#(Ochiai#et#al.,#2011)&
  Gain&nonlinearity&is&scaling&

parameter&of&brightness&
temperature.&V1.3&use&L1B&006&and&
this&L1B&neglected&gain&nonlinearity.&
New&L1B&007&included&this&effect&
measured&in&pre`lunch&system&tests.&

  Right&figure&shows&samples&of&linear&and&

nonlinear&spectra,&and&difference.&&

  If&neglect&gain&nonlinearity&(v1.3&
case),&brightness&temperature&
around&narrow&O3&and&HCl&lines&are&
overes\mated.&This&may&cause&
posi\ve&bias.&
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•  We#prepare#minor#version#up#
for#HOCl.#Sample#spectrum#of#HOCl#is##shown#in#upper#
figure.#

•  HOCl#is#located#near#O3(v1,3)#and#18OOO.#In#minor#update#
version,##parameters#of#these#
lines#are#changed.##
–  Residual#spectra#is#
compressed.#

–  This#version#will#be#released#in#
winter.##

O3(v1,3)#
18OOO#

HOCl#

V2.0

V2.1

V2.0#
V2.1#
waccm#

Residual#Spectra#around#the#HOCl#line#
#band#A#,#AOS2#(N=69)##averaged#for#1day(2010/04/01),#Des,#lat#S45MS35.###

•  In#v2.2,#new#retrieval#algorithms,#Tikhonov#Regulariza<on#Method#is#applied#
for#O3,#HCl#and#HNO3#to#smooth#profiles#and#range#of#retrieval#al<tude#is#
expanded#for#O3,#HCl#and#HO2.##System#return#smooth#profiles#up#to#95#km.##

V2.2V2.1

Retrieved#and#a#priori#profile#(O3,#night)#in#v2.1#and#v2.2#
2009/10/17#01:27:56#(N6.48#W18.71#sza#172.64#deg.)

Noisy? 
Smooth   
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•  In#V2.3,#some#past#condi<ons#like#L1B#quality#and#L2#convergence#
parameter#are#eased#and#new#condi<ons#are#add.##
–  standard#devia<on#of#residual#spectra#normalized#noise#spectra#
–  Maximum#HCl#difference#between#zonal#mean#profile#and#single#profile#
normalized#standard#devia<on#(25M80km).###Since#seasonal#and#diurnal#
varia<ons#of#HCl#is#smaller#than#the#other#smiles#products,##HCl#difference#is#
suitable#as#a#profile#quality#index.#

•  Ra<os#of#useful#data#in#each#bands#are#more#than#80%,#and#
almost#of#noisy#scan#are#rejected#.#

A B C

V2.2 63.0 62.2 29.3

V2.3 94.2 93.9 81.6

Ra<os#of#useful#data#(status#flag#=#0#)# Screening#example##(O3,#bandA,#S10M
N10#)#

[ppm] 

•  Upper#80km,#SMILES#O3#
profiles#v2.2#is#not#
consistent#with#other#
instruments#data#like#
SABER,#ACE…#(Smith#et#al.#
2012).##

•  In#v2.4,#some#retrieval#
seings#(#a#priori#profiles#
and#error#and#retrieval#
al<tude#range)#are#changed#
to#reject#error#due#to#a#
priori#profile#because#a#
priori#profile#upper#75#km#is#
outside#of#useful#range#of#
MLS#O3.##

•  In#v2.4,#O3#has#subMpeak#
around#90#km.#0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 [ppm] 

Average#of##all#day<me#profiles##(#SZA#<#85°)#
some#instruments(leo)#and#SMILES#v2.3,#v2.4#
(right)#

Len&panel&:&Smith&et&al.,&2012,&Submiled&to&JGR,&
figure&12.&“SMILES”&is&SMILES&v2.2.&

SMILES#
v2.2#
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v2.4: Impact of L1B v008, Frequency Calibration.

4.3.1. FOV convolution

The FOV of the antenna can be taken into account in
the following manner. The brightness temperature con-
volved by the FOV at its central tangent altitude z0,
TAðn; z0Þ, is obtained by

TAðn; z0Þ ¼
Z zmax

zmin

P̄ðz; z0Þ � Tpðn; zÞdz, (13)

where Tpðn; zÞ is a single-ray brightness temperature,
P̄ðz; z0Þ is a normalized antenna beam pattern convolved
along the horizontal direction, z is the tangent altitude,
and zmin and zmax are lower and upper tangent altitudes of
field viewed by specified main beam when the antenna is
pointing to the tangent altitude of z0.

It is not improbable that the SMILES antenna scan axis
is tilted by 15� from the horizon, which is inclination of
the ISS, from the normal inclination. Since the antenna
beam of the SMILES has a horizontally flattened elliptical
pattern, P̄ðz; z0Þ depends on the inclination of the antenna
scan axis. Fig. 4 shows the incremental error in retrieved
ozone due to the inclination of the antenna scan axis. If
the antenna scan axis inclines by 15�, the incremental
error is approximately 1% in the stratosphere, and this
value is approximately two times larger than the retrieval
precision. Therefore, the effect of the inclination of the
antenna scan axis should be taken into consideration in
the derivation of P̄ðz; z0Þ. The antenna beam pattern Pðỹ; c̃Þ
is measured on the ground with high accuracy, where ỹ
and c̃ are the polar and azimuthal angles, respectively,
with respect to the xyz-axis fixed to the antenna. The y-
axis of the antenna is the direction of the main beam. The
x-axis of the antenna is perpendicular to the plane formed
by the y-axis and a longer axis of elliptically shaped main
reflector, and is aligned with rotating axis of the antenna
that is elevation steerable. The z-axis of the antenna
completes the right-handed axes and is positive toward
zenith. Pðỹ; c̃Þ is measured by a phase-retrieval method

[31], which is considered to be effective for measuring
and evaluating large-scale submillimeter-wave reflector
antennas.

The following equations define y and f. Those are the
polar and azimuthal angles which are exactly the same
with ỹ and c̃ when the x-axis of the antenna becomes
perpendicular to the vector toward the center of the earth.

ỹ ¼ cos�1ð� sin y � cosc � sinaþ cos y � cosaÞ, (14)

c̃ ¼ tan�1 sin y � sinc
sin y � cosc � cosaþ cos y � sina

� �
, (15)

where a is the angle of the x-axis of the antenna from the
local horizontal plane at the tangent point. Pðỹ; c̃Þ
convolved by y, P�ðyÞ, is

P�ðy;aÞ ¼
Z c2

c1

Pðỹðy;c;aÞ; c̃ðy;c;aÞÞ � cos y � dc. (16)

By using the pre-calculated P�ðy;aÞ for every one degree
of a, the incremental error for ozone retrieval can be
reduced to less than 0.001%. Finally, P̄ðz; z0Þ is translated
from P�ðyÞ by ray tracing with refraction in every
operation calculation.

4.3.2. Sideband ratio

To separate the two sidebands, the SMILES is equipped
with a quasi-optical sideband separator in the submilli-
meter range. The sideband separator of the SMILES, which
is a modified Martin–Puplett interferometer [32], can
reject the image band signal more than 20dB in the
SMILES measurement bands. Even in this rejection ratio,
the signal from the image band rises up to approximately
2K in the lower stratosphere. Since this value is not
negligible, the image signal should be calculated in our
forward model by using the measured response function.
The transmission function, Kb

i;jðn; TÞ, from the antenna ðj ¼
ANTÞ or cold sky terminator ðj ¼ CSTÞ to mixer-i in upper
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Fig. 3. Effect of wind. The red (solid) line indicates the retrieval precision of ozone. The other lines indicate the error due to the difference between the

reference profile and the true profile of wind. (The wind velocities for the pink (fine dotted), blue (dotted), and green (dashed) profiles are 50, 10, 5m/s,

respectively. The definition of the incremental error is the same as that in Fig. 2.

C. Takahashi et al. / Journal of Quantitative Spectroscopy & Radiative Transfer 111 (2010) 160–173166

L1B&v008&(red)&is&more&stable&in&frequency&calibra\on&(±3&
kHz)&compared&to&previous&L1B#(green)&(±30&kHz).&The&
smaller&frequency&jiler&should&give&smaller&L2&random&
error.&(Len:&AOS1,&Right:&AOS2)&
Frequencies&are&also&changed&as&much&as&100&kHz&(len&
ch900&of&AOS1,&len).&Aner&the&L2&v2.0&we&have&been&
using&O3&frequency&different&from&JPL&catalogue,&based&
upon&latest&laboratory&measurement&by&Dr.&Ozeki.

v1.0-2.4: Spectroscopy
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Table 5 updated line parameters 
Parameters L2 v1.3 v2.0 Reference 
O3 
-  (MHz/hPa) 
- 

 
 

 
624371.112  
 
2.258 
0.77 

 
624371.223 
 
2.3078 
0.78 

 
Ozeki private communication 
(preliminary results) 
HITRAN2008 
HITRAN2008 

H35Cl 
- Line position 

(MHz) 
 
-  (MHz/hPa) 
-  

 
625901.603 
625918.756 
625932.007 
2.57 
0.73 

 
625901.6584 
625918.6975 
625932.0081 
2.541 
0.723 

 
Colmont et al., 2005 
 
 
MLS Forward model ATBD (v1.0) 
MLS Forward model ATBD (v1.0) 

H37Cl 
- Line position 

(MHz) 
 
-  (MHz/hPa) 
-  

 
624964.374 
624977.821 
624988.334 
2.57 
0.73 

 
624964.3694 
624977.8013 
624988.2821 
2.541 
0.723 

 
Colmont et al., 2005 
 
 
MLS Forward model ATBD (v1.0) 
MLS Forward model ATBD (v1.0) 

ClO 
- Line position 

(MHz) 

 
649445.040 
649451.170 

 
649445.250 
649451.072 

 
Oh and Cohen, 1994 

18OOO 
- Line position 

(MHz) 

 
649137.611  
649137.611  
649149.603  
649152.601  

 
649137.132 
649137.132 
649152.038 
649152.038 

 
Ozeki private communication 
(preliminary results) 
 

 
6. Newly Found Issue in ver. 2.0 
 In 30-40km, the retrieved values of HOCl may still have large positive bias. We 

found that line parameters of O3(v1,3) are key factors since HOCl spectral lines are 
located at the shoulder of this line, and we have already performed several test 
runs to check this. In the next version, it will be improved. 

 Convergence state in band C is not good. Only 40 – 50% of scans satisfy convergence 
condition, while 70-80% of scans satisfy in case of band A and B. We try to improve 
this by taking into account results from Band A or B. 

 Dicke narrowing effect was not considered and the profiles in upper mesosphere 
may have negative bias. However, we have found this effect is actually small. 

 Zeeman splitting is not implemented to ClO, BrO, and HO2 in forward model 
calculation, which may affect these products above 60km.  

 Frequency calibration in the L1 processing has a long-term drift. 
 
7. Remaining Issues 
 HOCl, HNO3 (in band A) and BrO data (in band A) look not usable. [Continuing 

O3 and O3 isotopes: line 
frequencies have been 
updated based upon 
SMILES’s own laboratory 
work after the launch (led 
by H. Ozeki, Toho U.).!
If funding will be 
available, Prof. Ozeki will 
extend spectroscopy 
work further.!

Other spectroscopic 
parameters have been 
reviewed carefully by L2 
team and Prof. Ozeki and 
his colleagues. 
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•  We#plan#new#version#v3.0#in#this#summer.#
– Update#nonMlinear#correc<on#in#L1B#to#reduce#
difference#in#receivers.#

– New#a#priori,#SDMWACCM#a#priori#
–  #TRM#to#other#noisy#molecules#is#applied#and#use#new#
a#priori#data#WACCM#climatology#is#used.#Profiles#
retrieved#TRM#depend#on#shape#of#a#priori#profiles.#

– NonMVoigt#line#shape.#
– Bias#correc<on#of#BrO,#ClO,#HO2.#

•  #Future#works.#
–  Baseline#issue#caused#by#the#AOS#characteris<cs#(over#power#RF#
inputs).#

–  GammaMair,#temperature#exponent#(n),#pressure#shio.#
–  any#other#...#

V3.0: Improvements of a priori, SD-WACCM a 
priori (if necessary and appropriate).

on the atmospheric temperature from the oxygen emission
lines (Livesey et al., 2006; Wehr et al., 1998). Since there is
no oxygen line in the SMILES measurement bands, the
atmospheric temperature can be derived from the O3 emis-
sion line at 625.37 GHz (NASDA/CRL, 2002; Verdes
et al., 2002; Baron et al., 2001). Fig. 6 shows a comparison
of the information content (Rodgers, 1998) of the atmo-
spheric temperature for the O3 emission line at
625.37 GHz and for the oxygen emission line at 118 GHz
under the same conditions as SMILES. It indicates that
the atmospheric temperature can be retrieved by using
the O3 emission line, although it is not as precise as from
the oxygen emission line especially in the upper strato-

sphere. The atmospheric temperature and O3 vertical pro-
files are unknown quantities to be retrieved. Both of
them can be retrieved from the same measurement because
of the different frequency dependence of their weighting
functions.

Fig. 7 shows the effect of the atmospheric temperature
uncertainty upon retrieved O3 profiles. Each line is rdxi cor-
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Fig. 5. Estimations for the influence of priori profiles in O3 retrieval (in
this case, a priori profiles are same as initial profiles). The solid red line is
the random error of O3. The other lines are additional errors between the
true profiles of O3 and the retrieved profiles of O3 that are the final results
of the iteration process in the cases where the differences between the a
priori profiles and true profiles are ±5%, ±10%, and ±50% (top: mid-
latitudes, bottom: tropics). (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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Fig. 7. Estimation of the influence of uncertainty of initial and a priori
profiles of atmospheric temperature (in this case, we retrieve atmospheric
temperature and O3 profile simultaneously and the priori profiles of
atmospheric temperature are same as initial profiles). Lines are additional
errors between the true profiles of O3 and the retrieved profiles of O3 that
are the final results of the iteration process in the cases where the
uncertainties of atmospheric temperature are 1 K (red/solid line), 2 K
(green/dashed line), 5 K (blue/dotted line) and 10 K (pink/fine-dotted
line). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

C. Takahashi et al. / Advances in Space Research 48 (2011) 1076–1085 1081

O3 a priori impacts to O3.!
Takahashi, Suzuki et al. 2011

L2 v2.0: a priori impact to Band C BrO.!
O3 and BrO have signiÞcant impact. 
(unpublished internal work)
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V3.0:#Tikhonov#regulariza<on#(TRM)#to#other#species.
Hybrid OEM + TRM technique, i.e. a variation of Tikhonov L0 + L1 (similar to MLS 
ATBD), gave smooth proÞle, without suffering altitude range or residual increase.!
It can be applied to all other species. (currently, for O3, HCl, and HNO3)!
Tikhonov L1 was used, L1 + L2 method may be applied in future.

Tikhonov regularization Non-voigt line shape SMILES retrieval
SMILES retrieval using Tikhonov regularization and Non-voigt line shapes

1 , 2 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 5 , 6

1 /CEReS , 2JAXA/ISAS , 3 FIP , 4 , 5 , 6

N. Manago1, M. Suzuki2, T. Sano2, C. Mitsuda3, K. Imai4, M. Yamada5, S. Takehiro5, M. Shiotani6
1CEReS/Chiba Univ. , 2ISAS/JAXA , 3Fujitsu FIP Corp. , 4TOME R&D Inc. , 5RIMS/Kyoto Univ. , 6RISH/Kyoto Univ.

SMILES L2 , Optimal Estimation Method (OEM) Tikhonov Reguralization Method (TRM)
, , , Voigt , Galatry , Speed-Dependent Voigt

.
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6. (Voigt, Galatry, SD-Voigt )
Voigt

( Gauss/Lorentz

Fourier V (x) = F(φ(t))

 = exp
✓

ix0t − γt − σ2
t

2

2

◆

Galatry (
Doppler (Dicke narrowing)

 = exp
✓

ix0t−γt− σ2 (1 − βt − exp(−βt))

β2

◆

Speed-Dependent Voigt
(SD-Voigt ) (
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2
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Galatry/SD-Voigt
· · ·

Voigt
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7. O3

Galatry

⇠0.5%

+0.2%

SD-Voigt

⇠0.5%

- 0.2%

TRM ver.2.2 ⇠
O3

Galatry · · · +0.2% (30⇠40km) +0.5% (50⇠80km)
SD-Voigt · · · −0.2% (20⇠30km) +0.5% (50⇠80km)

8.

Product Band Galatry SD-Voigt
O3 (day) A +0.2% 30⇠40km −0.2% 20⇠30km
O3 (day) B −0.2% 10⇠20km −0.2% 20⇠30km
O3 (day) A +0.5% 50⇠80km +0.5% 50⇠80km
O3 (day) B +0.5% 50⇠80km +0.3% 50⇠80km
O3 (night) A +0.2% 30⇠40km −0.3% 20⇠30km
O3 (night) B −0.2% 15⇠25km −0.3% 20⇠30km
O3 (night) A +0.5% 50⇠80km +0.3% 50⇠80km
O3 (night) B +0.4% 50⇠80km +0.2% 50⇠80km
HCl A −0.3% 15⇠25km -0.8% 15⇠25km
HCl B −0.2% 15⇠20km -0.4% 15⇠20km
Temperature A,B −0.1K 20⇠40km +0.1K 20⇠40km
HOCl (day) A +1% 30⇠40km −1% 30⇠40km
HOCl (night) A +2% 30⇠40km −3% 30⇠40km
CH3CN A +3% 10⇠40km +6% 10⇠30km

• SMILES L2 OEM+TRM , O3, HCl, HNO3 .
• O3, HCl Voigt Galatry, SD-Voigt , O3, HCl 1% , % .

“variance`covariance&
matrix”&of&regulariza\on

smoothing&by&TRM

almost&same&
“useful&al\tude&
range”

almost&same&
residual

Similar&result&can&be&obtained&with&HCl&and&HNO3

V3.0: SMILES L1B vs. L2 Forward calculation shows 
non-negligible W-shape residual, which should be 

explained by the non-Voigt line shape.
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Galatry and Speed-Dependent Voigt function 
• Voigt function: Gaussian and Lorentzian. 
• Galatry function: Narrowing of Doppler width by molecular 

collision. 
• Speed-Dependent Voigt (SD-Voigt) 
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 Voigt Function 
 Convolution Fourier Transfer of Gauss / Lorentz 

function 
V(x) = F(ϕ(t)) 

φ = exp�𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥0𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 −  𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 −  
𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎2𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡2

2 �  

 Galatry Function 
 Dicke narrowing 

φ = exp�𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥0𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 −  𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 −  
𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎2�1−  𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 − exp(−𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡)�

𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽2 � 

 Speed-dependent Voigt Function 
 Considering speed-dependence of collision width 

φ =  
exp �𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥0𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 −  (𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾 − 1.5𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾2𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) −  𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎2𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡2

2(1 + 𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾2𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡)
�

(1 + 𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾2𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡)1.5  

Galatry and SD-Voigt, impacts to O3 retrieval are small but 
different. High altitude (> 50 km) systematic difference from Voigt 

function may exist. 
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Noise at higher altitude can be removed by introducing TRM (from v2.2). 
Impact to daytime ozone: 
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Galatry and SD-Voigt: L2 impacts summary

Tikhonov regularization Non-voigt line shape SMILES retrieval
SMILES retrieval using Tikhonov regularization and Non-voigt line shapes

1 , 2 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 5 , 6

1 /CEReS , 2JAXA/ISAS , 3 FIP , 4 , 5 , 6

N. Manago1, M. Suzuki2, T. Sano2, C. Mitsuda3, K. Imai4, M. Yamada5, S. Takehiro5, M. Shiotani6
1CEReS/Chiba Univ. , 2ISAS/JAXA , 3Fujitsu FIP Corp. , 4TOME R&D Inc. , 5RIMS/Kyoto Univ. , 6RISH/Kyoto Univ.

SMILES L2 , Optimal Estimation Method (OEM) Tikhonov Reguralization Method (TRM)
, , , Voigt , Galatry , Speed-Dependent Voigt

.
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6. (Voigt, Galatry, SD-Voigt )
Voigt

( Gauss/Lorentz

Fourier V (x) = F(φ(t))

 = exp
✓

ix0t − γt − σ2
t

2

2

◆

Galatry (
Doppler (Dicke narrowing)

 = exp
✓

ix0t−γt− σ2 (1 − βt − exp(−βt))

β2

◆

Speed-Dependent Voigt
(SD-Voigt ) (

 =
exp

⇣
ix0t−(γ−1.5γ2)t − σ2

t

2

2(1+γ2t)

⌘

(1 + γ2t)1.5

Galatry/SD-Voigt
· · ·

Voigt
) W

S/N

7. O3

Galatry

⇠0.5%

+0.2%

SD-Voigt

⇠0.5%

- 0.2%

TRM ver.2.2 ⇠
O3

Galatry · · · +0.2% (30⇠40km) +0.5% (50⇠80km)
SD-Voigt · · · −0.2% (20⇠30km) +0.5% (50⇠80km)

8.

Product Band Galatry SD-Voigt
O3 (day) A +0.2% 30⇠40km −0.2% 20⇠30km
O3 (day) B −0.2% 10⇠20km −0.2% 20⇠30km
O3 (day) A +0.5% 50⇠80km +0.5% 50⇠80km
O3 (day) B +0.5% 50⇠80km +0.3% 50⇠80km
O3 (night) A +0.2% 30⇠40km −0.3% 20⇠30km
O3 (night) B −0.2% 15⇠25km −0.3% 20⇠30km
O3 (night) A +0.5% 50⇠80km +0.3% 50⇠80km
O3 (night) B +0.4% 50⇠80km +0.2% 50⇠80km
HCl A −0.3% 15⇠25km -0.8% 15⇠25km
HCl B −0.2% 15⇠20km -0.4% 15⇠20km
Temperature A,B −0.1K 20⇠40km +0.1K 20⇠40km
HOCl (day) A +1% 30⇠40km −1% 30⇠40km
HOCl (night) A +2% 30⇠40km −3% 30⇠40km
CH3CN A +3% 10⇠40km +6% 10⇠30km

• SMILES L2 OEM+TRM , O3, HCl, HNO3 .
• O3, HCl Voigt Galatry, SD-Voigt , O3, HCl 1% , % .

Galatry and SD-Voigt: Impact to CPU time and 
the Physics Issue.

•  Test L2 code is ready, and increase of 
CPU time will be negligible.!

•  The Þnal issue will be which physics 
we want to use to calculate forward 
model, Galatry or SD-Voigt ?!
– Need consultation to spectroscopy people.!
– Laboratory measurements to verify, if 

possible.
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V3.0: Bias correction information for BrO, ClO, HO2.

BrO Diurnal variation revealed large 
night time bias.!
Bias changed versions to versions.!
Bias changed among latitude bins 
(and probably seasonally).

w/o Bias 
correction

with Bias 
correctionR. A. Stachnik et al.: BrO submillimeterwave measurements 3315
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Fig. 10. SLS BrO proÞle (black dots lines) from the 23 Septem-
ber 2011 balloon ßight compared with measurements by the ISS
JEM/SMILES instrument in October 2009 (blue-dots-lines). Uncer-
tainty in the SLS BrO proÞle is shown by the black-dashed lines.
SMILES retrieval version 2.3 proÞles shown are daily averages
(blue-lines) for October 12 (49 proÞles), 13 (40 proÞles), 14 (55
proÞles) and 15 (61 proÞles) in 2009 with local time between 11:00
and 16:00 and with latitude between 25 N and 40 N. SMILES data
are bias-corrected by subtraction of the mean night-time BrO pro-
Þle for October 12 to October 23. Local solar times for the selected
SMILES overpasses were sufÞciently close to the SLS measure-
ment time to make the diurnal correction negligible compared to
the combined measurement uncertainty. The RMS variation in the
daily averaged SMILES BrO proÞles is shown as blue-dashed lines.

SCIAMACHY BrO uncertainty is larger below 18 km and
above 33 km due to low measurement response (below 0.65)
at those altitudes, and those data are indicated in the plot by
open circles. Also shown is the SLS proÞle adjusted (black
open circles) to the local solar time (10:15 a.m.) of the SCIA-
MACHY overpass. The comparison is shown both in con-
centration (left panel) and volume mixing ratio (right panel)
units. Local solar time correction was approximated using
the previously described photochemical box model and a
simple linear scaling relation

BrOmeas
tSCIA =

BrOmodel
tSCIA

BrOmodel
tSLS

BrOmeas
tSLS (9)

where BrOmeas
tSLS is the proÞle measured by SLS, BrOmodel

tSLS
is the model proÞle at the mean local time of SLS mea-
surements, and BrOmeas

tSCIA is the resulting SLS proÞle adjusted
to the local solar time of the SCIAMACHY daytime over-
pass. This procedure enables meaningful comparison of mea-
surements made at different local times and solar zenith an-
gles, however, additional uncertainty may enter from uncer-
tainty in the photochemical parameters used in the model
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Fig. 11. SLS BrO proÞle (black-solid circles) from the 23 Septem-
ber 2011 balloon ßight compared with SCIAMACHY BrO. Left
panel shows the comparison in number density; right panel is the
same data plotted as volume mixing ratio. The SCIAMACHY BrO
proÞle (red dots-line) is from the closest coincident overpass (23
September 2011, 32 N 100 W). Also shown (black open circles)
is SLS proÞle scaled to the local time (10:15 a.m.) of the SCIA-
MACHY overpass using the photochemical model described in the
text. Uncertainty in the SLS BrO proÞle is shown by the black-
dashed lines. Larger SCIAMACHY BrO uncertainty below 18 km
and above 33 km is due to low measurement response (below 0.65)
at those altitudes and indicated by open circles.
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Fig. 12. SLS BrO proÞle (black-solid circles) from the 23 Septem-
ber 2011 balloon ßight compared with a BrO proÞle (green dots-
line) from the LPMA/DOAS instrument (Dorf et al., 2006b). The
LPMA/DOAS proÞle is from a balloon ßight launched from Aire
sur lÕAdour, France (43.7 N, 0.3 W) on 9 October 2003. The SLS
proÞle adjusted to the mean local solar time corresponding to the
DOAS measurement is also plotted (black open circles).

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/3307/2013/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 3307–3319, 2013

Stachnik#et#al.

Stachnik#et#al.##
2013

Future:#Baseline#issue#caused#by#the#AOS#
characteris<cs#(over#power#RF#inputs).
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and nighttime (blue, 808 observations) ClO value for the period of 
Mar. 5-25, 2010 at the equatorial region (< ±10 deg.) for the 
altitude grid of 19, 22, 25, and 28 km, respectively. In this 3 
weeks period, the ascending node of the ISS orbit gave daytime 
measurements and the descending nodes gave nighttime 
measurements for the equatorial SMILES observations, 
respectively. The histograms for the nighttime look to be Gaussian. 
The standard deviation of the nighttime ClO is ±0.01 ppb. 
Compared to the error bar of Aura/MLS is ±0.1 ppb, SMILES 
showed one order better precision for the ClO, as described above 
by using Eq. (1). The nighttime value becomes slightly negative 
( 0.01 ppb) below 25 km, which is discussed in later. The daytime 
value looks distorted because the photochemical condition 
changes during this 3 weeks period and the daytime ClO value 
changed. 

The ClO value at the lower stratosphere increases as the altitude, 
since the sources of Chlorine atom (such as CFCs) are photolyzed 
gradually during the slow upward motion of air at the equatorial 
region due to the Brewer-Dobson circulation(1). The results shown 
in Fig. 5 looks to agree with these knowledge of ClO profile. The 
random errors of day and night value at 19 km should reflect 
random error caused by the measurement noise. Figure 5 agrees 
with previous results that SMILES has sensitivity of ClO at these 
altitude, 22 km(10). But there is apparent negative night time bias 
and the random error is comparably large with the day-night 
difference in Fig. 5, we think this apparent day-night difference 
and calculated value should be investigated more carefully in 
future. 

The slight negative bias of nighttime ClO below 22 km, 
0.01 ppb, is evident in Fig. 5. As far as present spectroscopic 

knowledge, there should be no spectroscopic interference for the 
SMILES ClO observation. Figure 6 shows the average of L1B 
(calibrated observed signal), the average of forward model 
calculation in the L2 processing, and the residual (L1B - L2) at the 
altitude of 20, 30, 40, and 50 km on the Oct. 12, 2009 in the 
equatorial region (< ±10°), respectively. There looks unexpected 
quadratic negative baseline for the averaged L1B data at the 40 
and 50 km. The continuum emission should be zero at these 
altitude ranges, and any feature of instrument sensitivity must be 

calibrated (in every 53 second observation/calibration cycle in 
space) to produce flat baseline as shown for the line of L2 
calculation in Fig. 6. It is under discussion why this calibration 
error occurs during 53 second calibration cycle. And this short 
period calibration error can cause small bias such shown in Fig. 5. 

Another cause of negative bias is accuracy of continuum 
emission by N2, O2, and H2O at the lower altitude region (20 km 
in Fig. 6). The line width of ClO becomes very wide at 20 or 
22 km due to pressure broadening, the line shape of ClO at 20 km 
shown in Fig. 6 is not representing the emission from 20 km 
altitude region, it mostly comes from outer atmosphere (30 km) 
between observing target (20 km in tangent altitude) and observer 
(SMILES), since its half width looks similar to that of 30 km 
spectra. It is also known that there is no continuum model between 
500 and 1000 GHz based upon experiments(12), so there should be 
extreme caution to make continuum model calculation such as the 
SMILES L2 processing(10). The quadratic continuum emission 
feature in 20 km in Fig. 6 looks to be simulated by the L2 
processing as precise as possible. But we estimate that there might 
be small residual to produce negative bias for the ClO below 
25 km in Fig. 6. 

Figure 6 also shows that there is small frequency position error 
less than 100 kHz (as shown for ClO and HO2 lines at the 40 and 
50 km). The frequency is well determined within the SMILES 
specification, ±100 kHz, which is designated to retrieve 20-60 km 
altitude region(7). But it causes evident retrieval error above 60 km. 
The frequency error can be attributed to uncertainties of; (a) line 
center frequency of spectroscopy database, (b) sub-mm local 
oscillator, (c) 2nd local oscillator, (d) frequency accuracy of comb 
generator for onboard frequency calibration, (e) frequency scaling 
of acousto-pptical spectrometer, (f) frequency calibration algorithm 
of L1B data processing system, etc. In the version 005-06-0150, 
frequency positions of O3, HCl and other species are chosen to the 
value from MASTER dataaset(14). And it looks to be adequate 
based upon the tentative validation study for O3 and HCl at this 
stage(18). But it looks ClO and HO2 line frequency in Band C 
might be modified further to obtain better frequency fitting from 
Fig. 6. 

SMILES has no dedicated line to measure temperature, unlike 
other sub-mm instruments. UARS/MLS, and other previous 
programs have been using emission from O2 molecule which is 
constant in mixing ratio up to 100 km. As shown by Verdes et al(13), 
it is possible to use O3 and HCl emission to derive tangent altitude, 
pressure, and temperature, if the numerical weather data is 
available to give pressure profile for the initial value(10)(13). 
Figure 7 shows the example of SMILES temperature retrieval. It is 

 

 
Fig. 7.  Test retrieval results of temperature by version 
005-06-0150 (same as Fig. 5) 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.  Averaged spectra and residual spectrum (green: L1B, 
brown: L2 forward model calculation) of Band C on Oct. 12, 
2009 at the equatorial region (±5°), descending orbit, for the 
tangent height 20 km (upper left), 30 km (lower left), 40 km 
(upper right) and 50 km (lower right); Number of sample is 37 

 

The AOS baseline was found to 
be distorted by the high RF 
signal during the lower tangent 
height atmosphere (i.e. cloud or 
ground)."

The green residual in the Þgure 
must be ßat at 30, 40, and 50 
km, but there are actually not."

This behavior was reproduced 
exactly  after observing the 
room temperature calibration 
target and observation of 
space.

Suzuki&et&al.&2012
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Future: Pressure broadening. 
Pressure broadening parameters and their temperature exponent can alter tangent 

altitude ~500 m easily, which can provide 5-10% O3 and HCl change. 
Accurate pressure broadening knowledge of O3 isotope will be necessary.

 
2. ラインパラメタによる影響の検討 

 
L2 V1.3 では、O3 と HCl でのリトリーバル高度に差があり、O3 の方が 0.5 km 程度低い傾向にある。両方

を同時にリトリーバルした場合には、中間値付近の高度オフセットをとり、残差スペクトルでもずれが確認でき

る。分子ごとにリトリーバル高度が違うということは、非線形補正での解決は難しい。なぜならば、O3 line 付

近では 観測スペクトルが細く、逆に HCl ラインでは観測スペクトルが太くなるという逆センスの効果が必要

となるためである。これを解決するために、HCl だけでなく、O3 のラインパラメタスタディを実施した。 

 

手元にあるラインパラメタデータの一覧を表 2に、また高度を決める因子である圧力半値幅の温度依存性を図 7

に示した。圧力半値幅は文献によって 約 10% 程度の差がある。 

 
表 2 O3 ラインパラメタ一覧 

 SMILES 

V1.3 

MASTER SMILES 

ATBD 

HITRAN 

2004 

HITRAN 

2008 

JPL 

（実験） 

JPL 

（理論） 

Yamada MLS 

0  

(MHz/hPa) 

2.258 2.258 2.10 2.3226 2.3078 2.179 2.321 2.126 2.220 

n  0.77 0.77 0.76 0.71 0.78 0.723 0.813 0.928 0.745 

0  

(MHz/hPa) 

0.003 0.003 - - - - - - 0.0 

Sn  0.77 - - - - - - - - 

0 (MHz) 

 

625371. 

12 

 - - - - - - 625371. 

4686 

 

 

図 7 O3 圧力半値幅の一覧 
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Table 5 updated line parameters 
Parameters L2 v1.3 v2.0 Reference 
O3 
-  (MHz/hPa) 
- 

 
 

 
624371.112  
 
2.258 
0.77 

 
624371.223 
 
2.3078 
0.78 

 
Ozeki private communication 
(preliminary results) 
HITRAN2008 
HITRAN2008 

H35Cl 
- Line position 

(MHz) 
 
-  (MHz/hPa) 
-  

 
625901.603 
625918.756 
625932.007 
2.57 
0.73 

 
625901.6584 
625918.6975 
625932.0081 
2.541 
0.723 

 
Colmont et al., 2005 
 
 
MLS Forward model ATBD (v1.0) 
MLS Forward model ATBD (v1.0) 

H37Cl 
- Line position 

(MHz) 
 
-  (MHz/hPa) 
-  

 
624964.374 
624977.821 
624988.334 
2.57 
0.73 

 
624964.3694 
624977.8013 
624988.2821 
2.541 
0.723 

 
Colmont et al., 2005 
 
 
MLS Forward model ATBD (v1.0) 
MLS Forward model ATBD (v1.0) 

ClO 
- Line position 

(MHz) 

 
649445.040 
649451.170 

 
649445.250 
649451.072 

 
Oh and Cohen, 1994 

18OOO 
- Line position 

(MHz) 

 
649137.611  
649137.611  
649149.603  
649152.601  

 
649137.132 
649137.132 
649152.038 
649152.038 

 
Ozeki private communication 
(preliminary results) 
 

 
6. Newly Found Issue in ver. 2.0 
 In 30-40km, the retrieved values of HOCl may still have large positive bias. We 

found that line parameters of O3(v1,3) are key factors since HOCl spectral lines are 
located at the shoulder of this line, and we have already performed several test 
runs to check this. In the next version, it will be improved. 

 Convergence state in band C is not good. Only 40 – 50% of scans satisfy convergence 
condition, while 70-80% of scans satisfy in case of band A and B. We try to improve 
this by taking into account results from Band A or B. 

 Dicke narrowing effect was not considered and the profiles in upper mesosphere 
may have negative bias. However, we have found this effect is actually small. 

 Zeeman splitting is not implemented to ClO, BrO, and HO2 in forward model 
calculation, which may affect these products above 60km.  

 Frequency calibration in the L1 processing has a long-term drift. 
 
7. Remaining Issues 
 HOCl, HNO3 (in band A) and BrO data (in band A) look not usable. [Continuing 

Currently#we#have#been#using#HITRAN08#for#O3#and#MLS#ATBD#for#HCl,#since#it#gave#
agreement#of#tangent#al<tude.#
Pressure#broadening#tuning#through#satellite/ground#based#valida<on#looks#very#hard.#
We#expect#improved#laboratory#measurement,#but#it#must#be#extremely#difficult.

Future: Pressure Shift (1/2)
•  From v1.0 to v2.4, we 

considered pressure 
shift of O3 and HCl 
only. Theoretical 
pressure shifts have 
not been applied to 
other lines. This can 
be primary reason of 
large systematic 
error at lower 
altitude.

Overview of the SMILES and Sensitivity to ClO (Makoto Suzuki et al.) 
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and nighttime (blue, 808 observations) ClO value for the period of 
Mar. 5-25, 2010 at the equatorial region (< ±10 deg.) for the 
altitude grid of 19, 22, 25, and 28 km, respectively. In this 3 
weeks period, the ascending node of the ISS orbit gave daytime 
measurements and the descending nodes gave nighttime 
measurements for the equatorial SMILES observations, 
respectively. The histograms for the nighttime look to be Gaussian. 
The standard deviation of the nighttime ClO is ±0.01 ppb. 
Compared to the error bar of Aura/MLS is ±0.1 ppb, SMILES 
showed one order better precision for the ClO, as described above 
by using Eq. (1). The nighttime value becomes slightly negative 
( 0.01 ppb) below 25 km, which is discussed in later. The daytime 
value looks distorted because the photochemical condition 
changes during this 3 weeks period and the daytime ClO value 
changed. 

The ClO value at the lower stratosphere increases as the altitude, 
since the sources of Chlorine atom (such as CFCs) are photolyzed 
gradually during the slow upward motion of air at the equatorial 
region due to the Brewer-Dobson circulation(1). The results shown 
in Fig. 5 looks to agree with these knowledge of ClO profile. The 
random errors of day and night value at 19 km should reflect 
random error caused by the measurement noise. Figure 5 agrees 
with previous results that SMILES has sensitivity of ClO at these 
altitude, 22 km(10). But there is apparent negative night time bias 
and the random error is comparably large with the day-night 
difference in Fig. 5, we think this apparent day-night difference 
and calculated value should be investigated more carefully in 
future. 

The slight negative bias of nighttime ClO below 22 km, 
0.01 ppb, is evident in Fig. 5. As far as present spectroscopic 

knowledge, there should be no spectroscopic interference for the 
SMILES ClO observation. Figure 6 shows the average of L1B 
(calibrated observed signal), the average of forward model 
calculation in the L2 processing, and the residual (L1B - L2) at the 
altitude of 20, 30, 40, and 50 km on the Oct. 12, 2009 in the 
equatorial region (< ±10°), respectively. There looks unexpected 
quadratic negative baseline for the averaged L1B data at the 40 
and 50 km. The continuum emission should be zero at these 
altitude ranges, and any feature of instrument sensitivity must be 

calibrated (in every 53 second observation/calibration cycle in 
space) to produce flat baseline as shown for the line of L2 
calculation in Fig. 6. It is under discussion why this calibration 
error occurs during 53 second calibration cycle. And this short 
period calibration error can cause small bias such shown in Fig. 5. 

Another cause of negative bias is accuracy of continuum 
emission by N2, O2, and H2O at the lower altitude region (20 km 
in Fig. 6). The line width of ClO becomes very wide at 20 or 
22 km due to pressure broadening, the line shape of ClO at 20 km 
shown in Fig. 6 is not representing the emission from 20 km 
altitude region, it mostly comes from outer atmosphere (30 km) 
between observing target (20 km in tangent altitude) and observer 
(SMILES), since its half width looks similar to that of 30 km 
spectra. It is also known that there is no continuum model between 
500 and 1000 GHz based upon experiments(12), so there should be 
extreme caution to make continuum model calculation such as the 
SMILES L2 processing(10). The quadratic continuum emission 
feature in 20 km in Fig. 6 looks to be simulated by the L2 
processing as precise as possible. But we estimate that there might 
be small residual to produce negative bias for the ClO below 
25 km in Fig. 6. 

Figure 6 also shows that there is small frequency position error 
less than 100 kHz (as shown for ClO and HO2 lines at the 40 and 
50 km). The frequency is well determined within the SMILES 
specification, ±100 kHz, which is designated to retrieve 20-60 km 
altitude region(7). But it causes evident retrieval error above 60 km. 
The frequency error can be attributed to uncertainties of; (a) line 
center frequency of spectroscopy database, (b) sub-mm local 
oscillator, (c) 2nd local oscillator, (d) frequency accuracy of comb 
generator for onboard frequency calibration, (e) frequency scaling 
of acousto-pptical spectrometer, (f) frequency calibration algorithm 
of L1B data processing system, etc. In the version 005-06-0150, 
frequency positions of O3, HCl and other species are chosen to the 
value from MASTER dataaset(14). And it looks to be adequate 
based upon the tentative validation study for O3 and HCl at this 
stage(18). But it looks ClO and HO2 line frequency in Band C 
might be modified further to obtain better frequency fitting from 
Fig. 6. 

SMILES has no dedicated line to measure temperature, unlike 
other sub-mm instruments. UARS/MLS, and other previous 
programs have been using emission from O2 molecule which is 
constant in mixing ratio up to 100 km. As shown by Verdes et al(13), 
it is possible to use O3 and HCl emission to derive tangent altitude, 
pressure, and temperature, if the numerical weather data is 
available to give pressure profile for the initial value(10)(13). 
Figure 7 shows the example of SMILES temperature retrieval. It is 

 

 
Fig. 7.  Test retrieval results of temperature by version 
005-06-0150 (same as Fig. 5) 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.  Averaged spectra and residual spectrum (green: L1B, 
brown: L2 forward model calculation) of Band C on Oct. 12, 
2009 at the equatorial region (±5°), descending orbit, for the 
tangent height 20 km (upper left), 30 km (lower left), 40 km 
(upper right) and 50 km (lower right); Number of sample is 37 
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Future: Pressure Shift (2/2) 

HOCl, pressure broadening and 
shift at 630 GHz line. (Drouin 2005). 

50 m/s == 104 kHz. 
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Fig.3.  Effect of Wind. The red (solid) line indicates the retrieval precision of ozone. 
The other lines indicate the error due to the difference between the reference profile 
and the true profile of wind. (The wind velocities for the pink (fine dotted), blue 
(dotted), and green (dashed) profiles are 50, 10, 5 m/s, respectively.  

5.4 Conclusions  
• SMILES L2 prelaunch research and development had been carried out, within 

schedule under given human resources and budget. 
– Early L2 data showed acceptable results expected from the SMILES 

specification. 
• Many characteristics of SMILES instrument have been implemented to the L2 

forward model. 
• Retrieval scheme, atmospheric forward model, a priori data set, 

meteorological data, have been prepared adequately for the SMILES launch. 
• Extensive updates of L2 system have been conducted since the SMILES 

operation. 
– Many instrument issues have been pointed out from L2 team. 

• Tangent point knowledge, Frequency calibration, AOS frequency 
characteristics, Non-linearity correction, flag. 

– Acceptable L2 products v2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 have been released to general 
public, and several validation works, scientific application have been 
already submitted or published to journals.  

• Plan for v3.0 updates was defined and it can be processed within 3-4 
months. 
– a priori updates, TRM to all possible species, Non-Voigt line shape, Bias 

correction. 
• Basic research for future updates (after v3.0) has been conducted. 

– AOS baseline abnormal temporal baseline change. 
– Line frequency, Gamma air, their temperature exponent, and pressure 

shift.   
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L2 related publications 
16 papers published (including 3 Spectroscopy, 2 Science), 7-8 other papers have been 

submitted already. Outline of v2.1 was only published in SPIE, we need detailed algorithm 
description paper. (There are 10-20 IGARSS, SPIE and ISPRS papers, I could not count.)

•  The&list&only&shows&11&papers&by&core&L2&team,&not&including&foreign&group&or&spectroscopy.&
•  Stachnik,&R.&A.,&L.&Millán,&R.&Jarnot,&R.&Monroe,&C.&McLinden,&S.&Kühl,&J.&Puķīte,&M.&Shiotani,&M.&Suzuki,&Y.&Kasai,&F.&Goutail,&J.&P.&Pommereau,&M.&Dorf,&and&K.&Pfeils\cker,&

2013,&“Stratospheric&BrO&abundance&measured&by&a&balloon`borne&submillimeterwave&radiometer”,&Atmos.&Chem.&Phys.,&13,&3307`3319,&doi:10.5194/
acp`13`3307`2013.

•  Sakazaki,&T.,&Fujiwara,&M.,&Mitsuda,&C.,&Imai,&K.,&Manago,&N.,&Naito,&Y.,&Nakamura,&T.,&Akiyoshi,&H.,&Kinnison,&D.,&Sano,&T.,&Suzuki,&M.,&and&Shiotani,&M.,&2013,&Diurnal&
ozone&varia\ons&in&the&stratosphere&revealed&in&observa\ons&from&the&Superconduc\ng&Submillimeter`Wave&Limb`Emission&Sounder&(SMILES)&on&board&the&
Interna\onal&Space&Sta\on&(ISS),&J."Geophys."Res."Atmos.,&118,&doi:10.1002/jgrd.50220.

•  Mizobuchi,&S.,&K.Kikuchi,&S.Ochiai,&T.Nishibori,&T.Sano,&K.Tamaki,&and&H.Ozeki,&2012:&In`orbit&Measurement&of&the&AOS&(Acousto`Op\cal&Spectrometer)&Response&Using&
Frequency&Comb&Signals,&IEEE"Journal"of"Selected"Topics"in"Applied"Earth"ObservaAons"and"Remote"Sensing,&5#(3),&977`983,&DOI:10.1109/JSTARS.2012.2196413.&

•  Suzuki,&M.,&Mitsuda,&C.,&Kikuchi,&K.,&Nishibori,&T.,&Ochiai,&S.,&Ozeki,&H.,&Sano,&T.,&Mizobuchi,&S.,&Takahashi,&C.,&Manago,&N.,&Imai,&K.,&Naito,&Y.,&Hayashi,&H.,&Nishimoto,&E.,&
and&Shiotani,&M.,&2012:&Overview&of&the&Superconduc\ng&Submillimeter`Wave&Limb`Emission&Sounder&(SMILES)&and&Sensi\vity&to&Chlorine&Monoxide,&ClO.&IEEJ"
TransacAons"on"Fundamentals"and"Materials,&132,#8,&609`615,&doi:10.1541/ieejfms.132.609.

•  Takahashi,&C.,&Suzuki,&M.,&Mitsuda,&C.,&Ochiai,&S.,&Manago,&N.,&Hayashi,&H.,&Iwata,&Y.,&Imai,&K.,&Sano,&T.,&Takayanagi,&M.,&and&Shiotani,&M.,&2011:&Capability&for&ozone&high`
precision&retrieval&on&JEM/SMILES&observa\on,&Advances"in"Space"Research,&48,#6,&1076`1085,&doi:&10.1016/j.asr.2011.04.038.

•  Kikuchi,&K.,&Nishibori,&T.,&Ochiai,&S.&,&Ozeki,&H.,&Irimajiri,&Y.,&Kasai,&Y.&,&Koike,&M.&,&Manabe,&T.,&&Mizukoshi,&K.&,&Murayama,&Y.,&Nagahama,&T.&,&Sano,&T.&,&Sato,&R.,&Seta,&M.,&
Takahashi,&C.,&Takayanagi,&M.&,&Masuko,&H.,&Inatani,&J.,&Suzuki,&M.,&and&Shiotani,&M.,&2010,&Overview&and&early&results&of&the&Superconduc\ng&Submillimeter`Wave&Limb`
Emission&Sounder&(SMILES),&J."Geophys."Res.,&115,&D23306,&doi:10.1029/2010JD014379.&

•  Koji&Imai,&Makoto&Suzuki,&and&Chikako&Takahashi&(2010),&Evalua\on&of&Voigt&algorithms&for&the&ISS/JEM/SMILES&L2&data&processing&system,&Advances"in"Space"Research,&
doi:&10.1016/j.asr.2009.11.005.

•  Takahashi,&Chikako,&Satoshi&Ochiai,&and&Makoto&Suzuki&(2010),&Opera\onal&Retrieval&Algorithms&for&JEM/SMILES&Level&2&Data&Processing&System,&Journal"of"
QuanAtaAve"Spectroscopy"and"RadiaAve"Transfer,&111,&160–173,&doi:10.1016/j.jqsrt.2009.06.005.

•  Kasai,&YJ,&J&Urban,&C&Takahashi,&S&Hoshino,&K&Takahashi,&J&Inatani,&M&Shiotani,&and&H&Masuko.&2006.&“Stratospheric&Ozone&Isotope&Enrichment&Studied&by&Submillimeter&
Wave&Heterodyne&Radiometry:&the&Observa\on&Capabili\es&of&SMILES.”&Ieee&Transac\ons&on&Geoscience&and&Remote&Sensing&44&(3):&676–693.

•  C&Melsheimer,&C&Verdes,&SA&Buehler,&C&Emde,&P&Eriksson,&DG&Feist,&S&Ichizawa,&VO&John,&Y&Kasai,&G&Kopp,&N&Koulev,&T&Kugn,&O&Lemke,&S&Ochiai,&F&Schreier,&TR&Sreerekha,&
M&Suzuki,&C&Takahashi,&S&Tsujimaru,&and&J&Urban.&2005.&“Intercomparison&of&General&Purpose&Clear&Sky&Atmospheric&Radia\ve&Transfer&Models&for&the&Millimeter/
Submillimeter&Spectral&Range.”&Radio&Science&40&(RS1007):&1–28.&

•  Buchler,&SA,&CL&Verdes,&S&Tsujimaru,&A&Kleinbohl,&H&Bremer,&M&Sinnhuber,&and&P&Eriksson.&2005.&“Expected&Performance&of&the&Superconduc\ng&Submillimeter`Wave&
Limb&Emission&Sounder&Compared&with&Aircran&Data.”&Radio&Science`Washington`&40&(3).

•  Thanks#to:#
–  L1B#team.#
–  Spectroscopy#scien<sts#who#volunteered#to#support#
SMILES.#

–  S.#Buhler#and#C.#Verdes,#for#their#sugges<on#and#basic#
algorithm#research#at#early#days.#

•  We#appreciate#these#teams#to#provide#comparison#
data.#
–  Satellite#mission#:##

•  Aura/MLS,#UARS/MLS,#TIMED/SABER#
– Meteorology/Model#:#

•  #GEOS5,#WACCM,#CCSR/NIES#

•  Thank#you#for#your#aqen<on!#
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